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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

CHARACTERIZATION OF PLANT POLYADENYLATION TRANS-ACTING FACTORS-FACTORS THAT MODIFY POLY(A) POLYMERSE ACTIVITY

Plant polyadenylation factors have proven difficult to purify and characterize, owing to the presence of excessive nuclease activity in plant nuclear extracts, thereby precluding the identification of polyadenylation signal-dependent processing and polyadenylation in crude extracts. As an alternative approach to identifying such factors, a screen was conducted for activities that inhibit the non-specific activity of plant poly(A) polymerases (PAP). One such factor (termed here as Putative Polyadenylation Factor B, or PPF-B) was identified in a screen of DEAE-Sepharose column fractions using a partially purified preparation of a plant nuclear poly(A) polymerase. This factor was purified to near homogeneity. Surprisingly, in addition to being an effective inhibitor of the nuclear PAP, PPF-B inhibited the activity of a chloroplast PAP. In contrast, this factor stimulated the activity of the yeast PAP. Direct assays of ATPase, proteinase, and nuclease activities indicated that inhibition of PAP activity was not due to depletion of substrates or degradation of products of the PAP reaction. The major polypeptide component of PPF-B proved to be a novel linker histone (RSP), which copurified with inhibitory activity by affinity chromatography on DNA-cellulose. The association of inhibitory activity with a linker histone and the spectrum of inhibitory activity, raise interesting possibilities regarding the role of PPF-B in nuclear RNA metabolism. These include a link between DNA damage and polyadenylation, as well as a role for limiting the polyadenylation of stable RNAs in the nucleus and nucleolus.
The *Arabidopsis* genome possesses genes encoding probable homologs of most of the polyadenylation subunits that have been identified in mammals and yeast. Two of these reside on chromosome III and V and have the potential to encode a protein that is related to the yeast and mammalian Fip1 subunit (AtFip1-III and AtFip1-V). These genes are universally expressed in *Arabidopsis* tissues. AtFip1-V stimulates the non-specific activity of at least one *Arabidopsis* nuclear PAP, binds RNA, and interacts with other polyadenylation homologs AtCstF77 and AtCPSF30. These studies suggest that AtFip1-V is an authentic polyadenylation factor that coordinates other subunits and plays a role in regulating the activity of PAP in plants.
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CHAPTER ONE

Literature Review
Functions of mRNA 3′end Formation and Poly(A) Tail

In eukaryotes, mature messenger RNAs are generated from larger RNA polymerase II generated precursors, by the processes of splicing, 5′capping and 3′ polyadenylation that take place in the nucleus of the cell. Virtually all eukaryotic mRNAs possess a polyadenylate tract that is added post-transcriptionally in the nucleus as a part of the 3′end (with the best known exception being cell-cycle regulated histone mRNAs). These poly(A) tails are essential structural elements of eukaryotic mRNAs and have been suggested to influence most aspects of mRNA function.

Poly(A) tails have been shown to function in the initiation and efficiency of translation. Protein-mediated interactions between the cap of the 5′end and poly(A) tail of the RNA helps to load the 40S ribosome subunit onto the message resulting in enhancement of translation (Gallie, 1991; Sachs et al., 1997). The 5′terminal cap and poly(A) tail contact one another through an elongation initiation factor (eIF4G)-mediated interaction between cap binding protein eIF4E and poly(A) binding protein. This interaction helps recruit the translation initiation complex at the cap and helps load the 40S ribosome subunit onto the message. Although the poly(A) tail is not essential for translation (Proweller and Butler, 1994; Searfoss and Wickner, 2000), polyadenylated mRNAs are translated much more efficiently than mRNAs lacking a poly(A) tail (Proweller and Butler, 1997; Preiss and Hentze, 1998).

In addition, the poly(A) tail plays a role in the regulation of mRNA stability. Messenger RNA levels are regulated by a relatively rapid turnover rate in order to adjust for the physiological needs of the cell. The general pathways of mRNA decay in yeast are highly dependent on the initial steps of poly(A) tail shortening (Caponigro and Parker, 1996; Tucker and Parker, 2000; Parker and Song, 2004). This deadenylation is often the rate limiting step of mRNA decay since the ensuing steps of turnover are dependent on the length of the shortened poly(A) tail (Beelman and Parker, 1995). The proteins and enzymes involved in mRNA decay in yeast are conserved in higher eukaryotes and the pathway is then likely to also be conserved.

3′end formation is thought to contribute in the export of mRNA from the nucleus into the cytoplasm. Several studies in both yeast and metazoans have concluded that a poly(A) tail is essential for efficient mRNA export (Eckner et al., 1991; Fortes et al.,
1994; Huang and Carmichael, 1996; Brodsky and Silver, 2000). In contrast, it has been reported that mRNAs lacking a poly(A) tail can also be exported. In yeast strains in the absence of a functional poly(A) polymerase or when mRNA 3′ ends have been formed by a self-cleaving ribozyme and thus lacking a poly(A) tail, mRNAs can be exported (Proweller and Butler, 1994; Duvel et al., 2002). Mutations affecting yeast 3′ end processing factors lead to export defects (Hammell et al., 2002). There are significant defects in polyadenylation in vivo and in vitro in these mutant strains, however the mRNAs that are polyadenylated are not exported. In addition, the recruitment of export factors is less efficient in yeast strains with defects in the 3′ end processing machinery (Lei and Silver, 2002). These studies imply a functional interaction between 3′ end processing machinery and mRNA export factors. Therefore, 3′ end formation and export of mRNA are suggested to be a mechanistically coupled process.

**RNA Sequences Which Specify Cleavage and Polyadenylation**

Sequences on RNA precursors determine the processing efficiency of cleavage and polyadenylation. These *cis*-acting elements specify where on the RNA precursor the cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus binds, where cleavage occurs and the site of poly(A) synthesis. These polyadenylation signals [poly(A) signals] have been suggested to be required for effective splicing, transcription termination, and possibly translation termination (Yeung et al., 1998; Cooke et al., 1999; Hilleren and Parker, 1999; Lei and Silver, 2002). Although there is growing information on poly(A) signals in several eukaryotic systems, in this review we will focus on the mammalian poly(A) signals that are well defined and the studies that have lead to a better understanding of poly(A) signals in yeast, and then compare them to what is known about poly(A) signals in plants.

Mammalian polyadenylation signals are defined by three highly conserved elements: the poly(A) signal AAUAAA upstream of the cleavage site, U/GU-rich elements downstream of the cleavage site, and the cleavage poly(A) site itself, referred to as the point of poly(A) addition (references mentioned below; Figure 1.1). The AAUAAA sequence motif found roughly 10-30 nucleotides upstream of the cleavage site is one of the most highly conserved sequence elements known (Proudfoot, 1991; Graber et al., 1999a). Early studies suggested that AAUAAA was found in most if not all
mammalian mRNAs and it had been established that this hexanucleotide is essential for both cleavage and polyadenylation (Manley, 1988; Wickens, 1990; Wahle and Keller, 1992). There are few variants to AAUAAA. The most frequent variant motif of AAUAAA is AUUAAA, whose activity in cleavage and polyadenylation is comparable to AAUAAA (Graber et al., 1999a; MacDonald and Redondo, 2002; Zarudnaya et al., 2003). This variant and other non-AAUAAA polyadenylation signals have an unusually high incidence in male germ cell mRNAs (Wallace et al., 1999; MacDonald and Redondo, 2002). Although AAUAAA is the predominant poly(A) signal, these variants suggest that polyadenylation signal usage might differ in different cell types.

The downstream element (DSE; Figure 1.1) is less conserved than the AAUAAA motif and two main types have been described, an element either U- or GU-rich that is located within approximately 30 nucleotides downstream of the poly(A) site (Proudfoot, 1991; Colgan and Manley, 1997). The hexanucleotides UGUUUU and UGUGUU are the predominant consensus sequence found in DSEs as determined by computational analysis of animal ESTs (Graber et al., 1999a). A polyadenylation signal may contain one or more DSEs (Legendre and Gautheret, 2003; Zarudnaya et al., 2003). DSEs are present in a large number of genes and their deletion has been shown to suppress polyadenylation (Zhao et al., 1999a). This suggests that DSEs are important for proper cleavage and polyadenylation.

The site of cleavage and polyadenylation, the poly(A) site, is determined by the AAUAAA sequence and DSE(s) (Chen et al., 1995). The sequences surrounding the cleavage site are not conserved, although the dinucleotide sequence CA or UA often defines the poly(A) site for most genes (Sheets et al., 1990; Chen et al., 1995; Graber et al., 1999a). The rate of cleavage at this site proceeds very slowly, although cleavage and polyadenylation complexes (see below) form rapidly (Wahle and Rüegsegger, 1999).

A secondary sequence element, upstream sequence element (USE), has been found to modulate the efficiency of 3'end processing in a positive fashion (Figure 1.1). USEs are located upstream of AAUAAA and are often U-rich with no consensus sequence. USEs were originally identified in animal virus poly(A) signals (for review; Zhao et al., 1999a) and subsequently found in cellular genes (Moreira et al., 1995; Phillips and Virtanen, 1997; Brackenridge and Proudfoot, 2000; Aissouni et al., 2002).
Polyadenylation of transcripts for the cellular genes encoding complement factor 2 and lamin B2 is activated by their respective USEs in vivo (Moreira et al., 1995; Brackenridge and Proudfoot, 2000). Legrende and Gautheret (2003) have detected the accumulation of uridines upstream of the AAUAAA signal using a computational survey in a large number of human genes. This suggests that USEs are a common feature of polyadenylation signals.

Yeast polyadenylation signals also consist of at least three sequence elements (Figure 1.1): a UA-rich efficiency element and related sequences, an A-rich positioning element, and the site of cleavage and polyadenylation (Graber et al., 1999a, b). The UA-rich efficiency element (EE) and related sequences are located upstream of the cleavage site at a variable distance and functions to activate the positioning element (Guo and Sherman, 1996a, b; Zhao et al., 1999a; Dichtl and Keller, 2001). The sequence UAUAUA is the most predominant EE used by yeast genes with other related sequences to UAUAUA functioning as EEs (Graber et al., 1999a, b; Zhao et al., 1999a). The deletion of this element in the RNA precursors of the GAL7 gene, prevents 3¢end processing in vitro and in vivo (Hyman and Moore, 1993). However, Dichtl and Keller (2001) reported that the deletion of the EE in the gene sCYC1 did not influence poly(A) site cleavage. This suggests that EE may be dispensable or may require interaction with other sequences for function.

The positioning element (PE; Figure 1.1), an A-rich sequence, directs cleavage approximately 10-30 nucleotides downstream of this sequence (Guo and Sherman, 1996a, b; Zhao et al., 1999a). The sequences AAUAAA and AAAAAA are the predominant PEs found in yeast genes (Graber et al., 1999a, b). Deletion or mutations in PE sequences change the location of the cleavage site, but not the level of mRNA processing (Guo and Sherman, 1996a, b; Zhao et al., 1999a; Dichtl and Keller, 2001). The PE contributes to poly(A) site cleavage only when an intact EE is present (Dichtl and Keller, 2001). This suggests that PE and EE elements work in concert for proper 3¢end processing.

The poly(A) site in yeast is defined by the dinucleotide sequence UA or CA similar to mammalian poly(A) sites (Graber et al., 1999a). The poly(A) site is flanked by U-rich sequences upstream and downstream of the cleavage site which are presumed to be part of the cleavage site (Graber et al., 1999a, b; Dichtl and Keller, 2001). Mutations
within these U-rich elements of the cleavage site inhibit cleavage and the U-content at the poly(A) site reflects the strength of the poly(A) signal (Dichtl and Keller, 2001). This suggests that these U-rich elements represent a genuine poly(A) signal that works in concert with the poly(A) site.

As observed with mammalian and yeast polyadenylation signals, plant polyadenylation signals also consist of at least three sequence motifs (Figure 1.1): a U-rich far upstream element, an A-rich near upstream element, and the site of cleavage and polyadenylation (Rothnie, 1996; Li and Hunt, 1997). Far upstream elements (FUEs) are found at a variable distance from the near upstream element (NUE), ranging from 13-100 nucleotides upstream of the NUE. FUEs are U-rich (Hunt, 1994) and the hexanucleotides UUGUAU and UUGUAA are suggested to be the predominant consensus sequence as determined by computational analysis of plant ESTs (Graber et al., 1999a). Initial studies on plant polyadenylation signals identified FUEs in the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 19S/35S transcription unit, a T-DNA octopine synthase gene, and two cellular genes, the pea ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase small subunit gene and the maize 27 kDa zein mRNA (summarized in Hunt, 1994). Deletion of these FUEs decreases the efficiency of their poly(A) sites. This suggests that FUEs are a general feature of plant poly(A) signals.

Plant polyadenylation signals may contain one or more NUEs as well as multiple cleavage sites. This may be due to potential for alternative polyadenylation. In genes with multiple cleavage sites, each site is controlled by a different NUE (MacDonald et al., 1991; Mogen et al., 1992). NUEs have been considered to be analogous to the mammalian polyadenylation signal AAUAAA, based on location and similarities in sequence (Figure 1.1). NUEs are found 6-40 nucleotides from their corresponding cleavage site and A-rich in sequence (Hunt, 1994) Computational analysis of plant ESTs, suggests a consensus sequence of AAUAAA and AAUGAA (Graber et al., 1999a). Mutational analysis has revealed that NUEs are essential for 3'end formation and can be as big as 10 nucleotides (Li and Hunt, 1995). NUEs are considered a distinct element and may function in concert with FUEs.

The cleavage and polyadenylation site [poly(A) site] in plants is usually situated in a U-rich region (Figure 1.1; Hunt, 1994). Computational analysis by Graber et al. (1999a) identified a dinucleotide sequence of UA and CA at the site of cleavage flanked
by downstream and upstream U-rich sequences (yA). This suggests that plant poly(A) sites resemble the yeast poly(A) site and are independent poly(A) signals.

In eukaryotes, a common minimal polyadenylation signal consists of a tripartite signal composed of an A-rich sequence, a U-rich element and a poly(A) cleavage site. When comparing the mammalian, yeast and plant poly(A) signals (Figure 1.1), it suggests that plant poly(A) signals appear to be more closely related to those of yeast than those of animals. In contrast with mammalian poly(A) signals, yeast and plant poly(A) signals lack the involvement of a downstream element. The U-rich sequences flanking the poly(A) site in yeast and plants may function as a DSE. A U-rich element has been identified in a few mammalian genes that surrounds the poly(A) site (Moreira et al., 1995; Brackenridge and Proudfoot, 2000). This suggests that U-rich poly(A) sites may play a more important role in 3'-end formation.

**mRNA Cleavage and Polyadenylation Apparatus**

Multiple-subunit complexes in yeast and mammals mediate the cleavage and polyadenylation reaction (Figures 1.2 and 1.3). This complex recognizes the polyadenylation signal in the pre-mRNA, cleaves the pre-mRNA at a site that is defined by the *cis* elements, and adds a defined tract of poly(A). The subunits that comprise the cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus in these two organisms exhibit conservation.

In mammals, the factors involved in this process have been classified according to chromatographic and biochemical behaviors, and termed Cleavage and Polyadenylation Specificity Factor (CPSF), Cleavage stimulatory Factor (CstF), and Cleavage Factors I and II (CFIm and CFIIIm, respectively). Each of these factors in turn consists of several distinct subunits. Early preparations of CPSF from calf thymus or HeLa cell extracts identified CPSF as large protein complex containing four subunits of 160, 100, 73, and 30 kDa, referred to as CPSF160, CPSF100, CPSF73, and CPSF30, respectively (Bienroth et al., 1991; Murthy and Manley, 1992). CPSF is involved in cleavage as well as polyadenylation (Bienroth et al., 1991). Recently, a fifth integral subunit of CPSF has been identified, hFip1 (66 kDa), the human homolog to the yeast Fip1p (Kaufmann et al., 2004). Interactions between the CPSF subunits, has been demonstrated by co-purification and co-immunoprecipitation with antibodies (Bienroth et al., 1991; Murthy and Manley,
CPSF160 interacts with all four of the other subunits (Figure 1.2) and has been suggested to preferentially bind the poly(A) signal AAUAAA based on UV cross-linking studies (Keller et al., 1991; Jenny and Keller, 1995). In addition, CPSF160 has been shown to interact with PAP and the CTD of RNA polymerase II (Pol II; see below) (Murthy and Manley, 1995; McCracken et al., 1997). CPSF30 is another protein that has also been shown to bind RNA with a preference for poly(U) sequences (Barabino et al., 1997). hFip1, which has been reported to interact with CPSF30, CPSF160, CstF77 (see below), and PAP (see below), and also binds RNA with a preference for U-rich sequence elements (Kaufmann et al., 2004). The CPSF73 subunit has been suggested to function as the 3′ processing endonuclease (Ryan et al., 2004) and the function of the CPSF100 subunit remains largely undefined.

The binding of AAUAAA by CPSF, through its 160 kDa subunit, is strengthened by the interaction with CstF (Bienroth et al., 1993). CstF is necessary for cleavage but not polyadenylation (Gilmartin and Nevins, 1989; Takagaki et al., 1989) and consists of three polypeptides of 77, 64, and 50 kDa, referred to as CstF77, CstF64, and CstF50. CstF64 binds to the downstream U/GU-rich element in pre-mRNA (Takagaki and Manley, 1997; Perez Canadillas and Varani, 2003). CstF77 is a bridging factor between CstF64 and CstF50 and also mediates the interaction between CstF and CPSF by interacting with its 160 kDa subunit. This suggests that the binding of poly(A) signals by the complex is strengthened by the interaction between CPSF160 and CstF77. CstF50 is one of the two subunits that bridge Pol II to the cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus through an interaction with the CTD of Pol II, the other subunit being CPSF160 (McCracken et al., 1997). In addition, the CstF50 subunit is suggested to be a link to other cellular processes (see below). Another subunit that has been identified, referred to as symplekin, interacts with CstF64 and its proposed function is to facilitate or maintain properly assembled CstF and to possibly help hold together the complete polyadenylation complex (Takagaki and Manley, 2000).

Cleavage factors I and II (CFIm and CFIIIm; m=mammalian) are required only for the cleavage reaction. CFIm consists of a mixture of four polypeptides of 72, 68, 59, and 25 kDa and has been demonstrated to facilitate complex formation, enhance the overall efficiency of poly(A) site cleavage, and regulate pre-mRNA 3′ processing (Ruegsegger et
The three larger polypeptides appear to be highly related in their amino acid sequence. The 25 kDa subunit can interact with any one of the larger polypeptides to form a heterodimer. The 25 and 68 kDa subunits are sufficient to reconstitute CFIm activity in vitro (Ruegsegger et al., 1998). CFIm has been shown to bind RNA, which is dependent on the 25 and 68 kDa heterodimer (Dettwiler et al., 2004). CFIIIm consists of two components CFIIAm and CFIIBm, based on their activities during purification. CFIIAm is an essential fraction and CFIIBm is a non-essential, but stimulatory component of the cleavage reaction in vitro (de Vries et al., 2000). Little is known about the composition of CFIIBm and several polypeptides have been identified in CFIIAm. CFIIAm contains the human homologs to two yeast 3'end processing factors, Pcf11p and Clp1p (see below), as well as CFIm and several splicing and transcription factors (de Vries et al., 2000). de Vries et al. (2000) also observed that hClp1 interacts with CFIm and CPSF. This suggests that CFIIIm bridges these two factors within the cleavage complex.

Poly(A) polymerase (PAP; 82/77 kDa), is the enzyme that synthesizes the poly(A) tail, and it is well established that this activity is essential for proper 3'end formation of mRNAs in eukaryotic cells (Zhao et al., 1999a). The function and regulation of PAPs are discussed in the following section. In the mammalian complex, PAP has been reported to interact with CPSF160, hFip1, the nuclear poly(A) binding protein (PABN1), and the 25 kDa subunit of CFIm (Murthy and Manley, 1995; Kim and Lee, 2001; Kerwitz et al., 2003; Kaufmann et al., 2004). PAP has also been suggested to be required for cleavage of most pre-mRNAs (Murthy and Manley, 1995).

Two factors mentioned above, but not described, Pol II and PABN1 are essential for 3'end formation. Pol II (200 kDa) interacts with CPSF and CstF. It has been suggested that Pol II recruits polyadenylation factors to poly(A) signals and is required, in the absence of transcription, for 3'end formation (Hirose and Manley, 1998). PABN1 (33 kDa) binds the elongating poly(A) tail and serves to control poly(A) tail length (Bienroth et al., 1993) and has recently been reported to be necessary for the stimulation of PAP activity (Kerwitz et al., 2003). Studies by Chen et al. (1999) suggest that PABN1 can interact with CPSF30 in vitro. Taken together, these results suggest that Pol II and PABN1 are bona fide factors of the mammalian cleavage and polyadenylation complex.
Protein factors involved in cleavage and polyadenylation of precursor mRNAs have been identified in yeast based on biochemical fractionation studies and are required for one or both of the steps involved in 3'end formation. These factors are termed cleavage factor IA (CFIA), cleavage factor IB (CFIB), cleavage factor II (CFII), polyadenylation factor I (PFI), and poly(A) polymerase (Pap1p) (Chen and Moore, 1992; Kessler et al., 1996). CFIA, IB, and II have been suggested to be sufficient for cleavage and CFIA and CFIB, Pap1p, PFI, and poly(A) binding protein (Pab1p) is required for specific poly(A) addition (Zhao et al., 1999a). PFI, CFII, and Pap1p can also be found in a larger complex, cleavage and polyadenylation factor (CPF) (Preker et al., 1997). For simplicity, the model in Figure 1.3 was assembled according to CPF. All of the genes that have been cloned for the yeast cleavage and polyadenylation subunits, and the subsequent mutational analysis of these genes, suggests that they are essential for cell viability (Zhao et al., 1999a). In the subsequent description of these factors, mammalian homologs will be in parentheses following the listed subunit where applicable.

CFIA consists of four protein subunits of 76, 72, 50, and 38 kDa termed Rna14 (CstF77), Pcf11p (hPcf11), Clp1p (hClp1), and Rna15 (CstF64) respectively (Minvielle-Sebastia et al., 1994; Kessler et al., 1996; Amrani et al., 1997). Rna14 tightly associates with Rna15 and interacts with Pcf11p, which also simultaneously binds Clp1p and Rna15 (Zhao et al., 1999a; Gross and Moore, 2001a). CFIA binds to the A-rich positioning element (PE) via its Rna15 subunit (Gross and Moore, 2001b). This suggests that CFIA directs the cleavage site via Rna15 and interactions with other cleavage factors.

CFIB consists of one subunit of 73 kDa termed Hrp1p (Kessler et al., 1996). Hrp1p interacts with Rna14 and Rna15 from CFIA and binds to the UA-rich upstream efficiency element (Zhao et al., 1999a; Gross and Moore, 2001a; Gross and Moore, 2001b). The five proteins of CFIA/B (Rna14, Pcf11p, Clp1p, Rna15 and Hrp1p) in combination are necessary and efficient for reconstitution of cleavage activity with CFII (described below) and polyadenylation with PFI, Pap1p, and Pab1p (described below; Gross and Moore, 2001a).

CFII consists of four subunits of 150, 105, 100, and 90 kDa termed Yhh1p (CPSF160), Ydh1p (CPSF100), Ysh1p (CPSF73), and Pta1p (symplekin) respectively.
(Stumpf and Domdey, 1996; Zhao et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 1999a; Zhao et al., 1999b). In vitro pull-down assays with recombinant proteins have shown that Ydh1p interacts with Yhh1p, Ysh1p, Pta1p, Pcf11p, and Pfs2p (described below) (Kyburz et al., 2003). Yhh1p interacts with Rna14, to a lesser extent with Pcf11p, and weakly to Clp1p (Kyburz et al., 2003). Pta1p binds Pcf11p weakly and Ysh1p interacts with Clp1p, Pcf11p, and Yth1p (see below) (Barabino et al., 2000; Kyburz et al., 2003). Dichl and Keller (2001; 2002a) have suggested that CFII binds the U-rich cleavage/poly(A) site. Recognition of the poly(A) site by CFII has been suggested to be through the Yhh1p and Ydh1p subunits, since they have a preference for U-rich sequences (Dichtl and Keller, 2001; 2002a). This suggests that the site of cleavage is directed by CFIA binding of the positioning element and protein-protein interactions between CFIA and CFII subunits, and as a result CFII recognizing the cleavage site.

PFI was first identified as an activity involved in poly(A) addition but not cleavage (Chen and Moore, 1992). PFI consists of four polypeptides of 58, 55, 53, and 24 kDa termed Pfs1p or Mpe1p, Fip1p (hFip1), Pfs2p, and Yth1p (CPSF30) respectively (Preker et al., 1995; Preker et al., 1997; Ohnacker et al., 2000; Vo et al., 2001). Fip1p interacts with Yth1p, Pfs2p, Rna14, and Pap1p (Preker et al., 1995; Barabino et al., 1997). The gene for Pfs1p has not been characterized and a protein similar to Pfs1p, Mpe1p, has been suggested to interact functionally with Pcf11p (Vo et al., 2001). Like Yhh1p and Ydh1p, Yth1p has been reported to bind U-rich sequences, which suggests Yth1p may be directly involved in the recognition of poly(A) sites (Barabino et al., 2000).

Recently, another sub-complex termed APT (Associated with Pta1p) has been identified using a TAP (tandem affinity purification)-tagging approach to identify components of the yeast cleavage and polyadenylation machinery and factors that link 3′-end formation to transcription (Nedea et al., 2003). TAP purification identified APT and core cleavage and polyadenylation factor components CFII, PFI, and Pap1p. APT contains Pta1p and six other polypeptides, with a few of them being involved in transcription elongation and termination. Nedea et al. (2003) have suggested that APT is initially recruited to promoters and therefore suggest that the yeast cleavage and polyadenylation complex is recruited to the transcription unit.
Poly(A) polymerase (Pap1p; 64 kDa), as with the mammalian PAP, is the enzyme that synthesizes the poly(A) tail (Zhao et al., 1999a). The function and regulation of PAPs are discussed in the following section. Fip1p is the only subunit reported to interact with Pap1p, and unlike the mammalian PAP, it is not required for efficient cleavage of pre-mRNA in vitro (Lingner et al., 1991a; Lingner et al., 1991b; Preker et al., 1995).

Poly(A) binding proteins in yeast have also been identified. It has been suggested that there is a requirement for two poly(A) binding proteins, Nab2p (55 kDa) and Pab1p (70 kDa), for proper control of polyadenylation (Figure 1.3). Nab2p is the predominant nuclear poly(A) binding protein and Pab1p the predominant cytoplasmic form, although found in the nucleus at very low levels (Anderson et al., 1993a; Hector et al., 2002). Nab2p binds poly(A) and has been suggested to play a role in mRNA export (Anderson et al., 1993b; Green et al., 2002). Hector et al. (2002) have speculated that Nab2p regulates poly(A) length by functioning as a polyadenylation termination factor (terminates poly(A) synthesis). Pab1p has also been suggested to function in limiting the length of poly(A) and interacts with the Rna15 subunit of CFIA, but is not required for cleavage (for review see Zhao et al., 1999a). Two roles have been suggested for Pab1p regulating tail length: suppression of Pap1p activity by limiting its access to RNA substrate (Zhelkovsky et al., 1998) and recruitment of poly(A)-specific nuclease (PAN; Figure 1.3) (Lowell et al., 1992; Deardorff and Sachs, 1997). Pan consists of two subunits of 127 and 76 kDa termed Pan2 and Pan3 respectively (Zhao et al. 1999a), which are encoded by genes that are not essential for cell growth (Boeck et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1996). Pan2 interacts with Pan3 and Pab1p, and in combination, is suggested to shorten the poly(A) tail via nuclease activity (Brown and Sachs, 1998). Hector et al. (2002) have proposed a hypothesis for Nab2p and Pab1p function in the regulation of poly(A) tail length. They have suggested that Nab2p is recruited initially to the mRNA 3'end by the growing poly(A) tail and then Pab1p recruits Pan activity for trimming of the poly(A) tail. The importance of poly(A) binding protein function on mRNA 3'end formation in yeast should be strengthened by further experimentation.

The yeast RNA polymerase (Pol II; Rpb1) has not been reported to have an affect of cleavage and polyadenylation. However, mutations in poly(A) signals (Russo and
Sherman, 1989) and genes encoding cleavage factors (Birse et al., 1998; Greger et al., 2000) result in defects in termination of transcription by Pol II. In addition, the CTD of Pol II in yeast has been reported to interact with components of CFIA (Barilla et al., 2001) and CPF (Rodriguez et al., 2000; Dichtl et al., 2002b; Dichtl et al., 2002a). Furthermore, the Rna15 subunit of CFIA has been found to interact with two proteins involved in the initiation of transcription by Pol II, Sub1 and Mbp1 (Aranda and Proudfoot, 2001; Calvo and Manley, 2001). These observations suggest that Pol II and 3′ end processing factors mediate a coupling of polyadenylation and transcription.

Plant polyadenylation signals have been well characterized and require a minimal tripartite signal as observed in mammalian and yeast signals (described above). Although similar in structure, there are some unique aspects of plant poly(A) signals, suggesting differences in 3′ end formation in higher eukaryotes. The properties of the plant cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus is poorly understood when compared to data available for plant poly(A) signals. Genes that encode products with significant similarity to mammalian and yeast polyadenylation factor subunits have been identified in various plant genomes (Q. Q. Li and A. G. Hunt, unpublished observations). Protein-protein interactions between some of these cloned homologs have recently been reported. *Arabidopsis* possesses four PAP-encoding genes (Addepalli et al., 2004) and at least one of the four PAPs interacts with the *Arabidopsis* homolog to CPSF100 (Elliott et al., 2003). Also, the *Arabidopsis* CstF subunits (AtCstF50, AtCstF64, AtCstF77) have a conserved CstF interaction, an interaction between CstF77 and CstF64 (Yao et al., 2002). In contrast to what has been shown in the mammalian CstF factor (Takagaki and Manley, 2000), AtCstF77 does not interact with AtCstF50. The *Arabidopsis* poly(A) binding protein (PAB3) has also been reported to have an evolutionarily conserved function in mRNA biogenesis and export (Chekanova and Belostotsky, 2003). Recent reports have suggested links of mRNA 3′ end processing machinery in modulating plant development. Gene disruptions, by T-DNA insertions or Dissociation (*Ds*) insertion, in *Arabidopsis* genes encoding homologues of CPSF100 and CPSF73 lead to embryo lethality respectively (Meinke et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2004). An *Arabidopsis* homologue of the yeast polyadenylation factor subunit Pfs2p (the *Arabidopsis* protein has been termed FY) has been shown to act in concert with the flower-timing regulatory protein FCA to
promote alternative polyadenylation of FCA-encoding RNAs and consequently to regulate flower timing (Simpson et al., 2003). Analysis of the Arabidopsis genome has identified a more complex set of RNA-binding proteins than found in C. elegans and D. melanogaster, suggesting that RNA processing may be more diverse in plants (Lorkovic and Barta, 2002). These reports suggest that the analysis of mRNA 3’end formation in plants is feasible. While many of the other potential Arabidopsis cleavage and polyadenylation factors have yet to be characterized, it suggests that polyadenylation is likely to be important in regulated as well as constitutive gene expression.

**Function and Regulation of Poly(A) Polymerases**

Poly(A) polymerase, the catalytic unit of the polyadenylation machinery, is a template-independent RNA polymerase that incorporates ATP at the 3’end of mRNA into a poly(A) tail. This template independent activity is referred to as non-specific PAP activity (for review see Zhao et al., 1999a). PAPs belong to a large superfamily of nucleotidyl transferases (Holm and Sander, 1995; Martin and Keller, 1996; Aravind and Koonin, 1999; Martin et al., 1999). PAPs possess a catalytic domain near their N-terminus and an RNA-binding domain that overlaps a nuclear localization signal (NLS) near the C-terminus (Zhelkovsky et al., 1995; Martin and Keller, 1996; Martin et al., 1999).

Martin et al. (2000) have solved the crystal structure of the mammalian PAP and as expected, the catalytic domain shares structural homology with other nucleotidyl transferases. In the absence of other poly(A) factors, mammalian PAP activity is low and distributive due to its weak and non-specific binding to RNA (Wahle and Keller, 1992). However, in the presence of CPSF, PAP specifically and efficiently polyadenylates RNAs containing poly(A) signals (Keller et al., 1991; Wahle, 1991). The C-terminal domain of PAP in mammals has been shown to be a regulating domain of PAP activity. The C-terminus contains an S/T rich region, which contains multiple cyclin-dependent kinase (cdk) sites, which are phosphorylated in vitro and in vivo by p34cdc/cyclinB (Colgan et al., 1998). PAP activity is regulated by phosphorylation during the cell cycle and p34cdc/cyclinB hyperphosphorylates PAP during mitosis and meiosis (M phase), resulting in repression of PAP activity (Colgan et al., 1996; Colgan et al., 1998). PAP
activity is also repressed upon interaction of its C-terminus with the U1 snRNP A protein (U1A) (Gunderson et al., 1997). The C-terminus of PAP is also involved in protein-protein interactions with the splicing factor U2AF65 (Vagner et al., 2000), the 25 kDa subunit of CFI (Kim and Lee, 2001), and 14-3-3[alpha] a member of the 14-3-3 protein family (Kim et al., 2003). 14-3-3[alpha] inhibits PAP activity in vitro and overexpression of 14-3-3[alpha] leads to shorter poly(A) tails in vivo (Kim et al., 2003). These reports demonstrate that PAP function is regulated by several factors/components found within its C-terminus.

The yeast poly(A) polymerase, Pap1p, is similar to its mammalian counterpart based on domain organization and crystal structure (Bard et al., 2000). However, Pap1p lacks the regulatory C-terminal domain found in mammalian PAPs. Unlike the mammalian PAP, Pap1p has a high affinity for and rapidly elongates non-specific RNA, in a processive manner (Zhelkovsky et al., 1998). Fip1p is the only known protein to interact with Pap1p from the cleavage and polyadenylation complex, and regulates the activity of PAP through multiple interactions (Helmling et al., 2001). It has been reported that Pap1p is phosphorylated and ubiquitinated at the S/G2 stage of the cell cycle and phosphorylation of Pap1p appears to inactivate Pap1p (Mizrahi and Moore, 2000). In addition, Pap1p interacts with Uba2, a homolog of ubiquitin-activating (E1) enzyme, and Ufd1, whose function is probably linked to the ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation pathway (del Olmo et al., 1997). These proteins are suggested to play a role in regulating levels of poly(A) polymerase in the cell, to eliminate defective Pap1p or Pap1p independent of polyadenylation specificity factors (ie. Pap not found in the 3¢end complex). Overexpression of PAP in chicken cells has been shown to be detrimental to cell growth (Zhao and Manley, 1998). This supports the hypothesis that Pap, not in the complex, could be lethal to the cell and regulation by protein degradation is essential.

Poly(A) polymerases that correspond to chloroplast and nuclear enzymes have been characterized to some extent from several plant species (Hunt and Messing, 1998). Polyadenylation has been characterized in the chloroplast and polyadenylated RNAs are degraded rapidly (Kudla et al., 1996; Lisitsky et al., 1996). This suggests that chloroplasts exhibit an analogous function seen in bacteria, a role for polyadenylation in accelerated RNA turnover (Ingle and Kushner, 1996). Little is known about how this functions in the regulation of gene expression in the chloroplast. The Arabidopsis genome possesses four
nuclear PAP-encoding genes, and recombinant proteins of all four possess PAP enzyme activity (Hunt et al., 2000; Addepalli et al., 2004). All four share the conserved N-terminal catalytic core with mammals and yeast, but differ substantially at their C-terminus. Alternative splicing may be a potential means of regulating these genes and their gene products. All four share novel alternative splicing events, which differ in the alternative splicing of PAP-related mRNAs documented in mammals (Addepalli et al., 2004). In addition, these Arabidopsis PAPs are expressed at the level of mRNA in tissue specific ways, suggestive of differential roles in polyadenylation. Some of which may relate to mRNA specific modifications if these genes are expressed. The function of these PAPs and how they are involved in cleavage and polyadenylation is unknown and will require further experimentation.

**Importance of the Fip1 Subunit**

Of all the subunits involved in cleavage and polyadenylation in mammals and yeast, hFip1/Fip1p is of particular interest. Fip1 appears to be an important bridge between several polyadenylation factors (see above; Figure 1.2 and 1.3). In yeast, Fip1p is the only polyadenylation factor subunit that has been shown to interact with PAP. Fip1p also interacts with Yhh1p (CPSF160), Yth1p (CPSF30), Pfs2p, and RNA14 (CstF77), components of the two major polyadenylation complexes (CPF and CFIy) in yeast. The human homologue, hFip1, interacts with PAP, CPSF160, CPSF30, and CstF77 and has been recently recognized as an authentic subunit of CPSF. The yeast and human Fip1 proteins have somewhat contrasting properties; the yeast protein lacks an RNA-binding domain and inhibits the non-specific activity of PAP, while the human Fip1 can bind RNA and stimulates PAP activity. Kaufmann et al. (2004) have suggested that these contrasting properties may reflect the differing RNA-binding abilities of the two proteins, and that the yeast protein, in concert with other components of CPF, may stimulate PAP much as does the human Fip1. In support of this possibility, purified CPF stimulates PAP activity in vitro (Preker et al., 1997). In this regard, the functioning of Fip1 in the two systems may be relatively conserved, serving to promote PAP activity via some sort of tethering to the RNA substrate and regulating poly(A) tail synthesis.
The Interplay of 3'end Formation and Other Cellular Processes

A number of recent studies indicate that messenger RNA 3'end formation is coupled with other processes that impact the production and/or stability of an mRNA (Proudfoot and O'Sullivan, 2002). The most obvious and established linkage with 3'end formation is that with transcription initiation and termination. Much of this linkage involves the transcribing enzyme RNA polymerase II and specifically the C-terminal domain of its large subunit. Recent evidence implicates the CTD in enhancing capping, splicing and polyadenylation (Hirose and Manley, 2000; Bentley, 2002). In mammals, the CTD binds subunits of CPSF and CstF (McCracken et al., 1997). Likewise in yeast, the CTD of RNA polymerase II interacts with subunits of the yeast equivalents of CstF and CPSF (Barilla et al., 2001; Dichtl et al., 2002a). The 64 kDa subunit of CstF associates with PC4, a transcriptional co-activator (Calvo and Manley, 2001), and its yeast counterpart (RNA15p) interacts with Sub1, which functions as an antiterminator (Aranda and Proudfoot, 2001), thus implicating 3'end processing factors in transcription termination. This suggests that coupling of transcription and polyadenylation is conserved throughout eukaryotes. A general transcription factor TFIID, also co-purifies with CPSF, and as mentioned above CPSF interacts with the CTD (Dantonel et al., 1997). CPSF transfers from TFIID to pol II with the initiation of transcription (Dantonel et al., 1997). These observations suggest that CPSF is associated with the transcription apparatus from the earliest steps at the promoter, first via TFIID and then via the CTD of RNA polymerase II.

The polyadenylation apparatus interacts in specific ways with various splicing factors. Lutz et al. (1996) have shown an interaction between the U1 snRNP-A protein and the 160 kDa subunit of CPSF that increases polyadenylation efficiency in vitro. This stimulation has been suggested to be due to U1A increasing the RNA-binding affinity of CPSF160 for the AAUAAA polyadenylation signal. Polyadenylation is thought to play an active role in the removal of the last intron and the definition of 3'terminal exons (Wassarman and Steitz, 1993; Lutz and Alwine, 1994). Mutations of the 3'splice site of the last exon reduces polyadenylation and mutations of the AAUAAA and the downstream elements of the poly(A) signal decrease splicing efficiency (Cooke et al., 1999), thus suggesting that theses elements are involved in the coupling of splicing and
polyadenylation. Mutation of the 5' splice site in the last intron has no effect on polyadenylation, however a site for U1 snRNP binding (a 5' splice site) within the last exon can negatively effect both polyadenylation and splicing (Cooke et al., 1999). In summary, the definition of the last exon, whether by protein-protein interactions with snRNPs and the 3'end polyadenylation apparatus, or through sequence elements, may couple splicing and polyadenylation processes. These reports suggest that splicing plays a more global role in RNA processing through effects on polyadenylation.

Other evidence suggests that polyadenylation plays an important role in stable RNA turnover and regulation. The exosome, a complex of 3' to 5' exonucleases, processes rRNAs, snoRNAs, and snRNAs in the nucleolus and also participates in the mRNA degradation in the cytoplasm in both mammalian and yeast cells (Mitchell et al., 1997; Anderson and Parker, 1998; Butler, 2002; van Hoof et al., 2002; van Hoof and Parker, 2002). Recently, it has been reported that the exosome also functions in mRNA degradation in the nucleus (Bousquet-Antonelli et al., 2000; Libri et al., 2002; Torchet et al., 2002; Zenklusen et al., 2002). Rrp6p interacts genetically and physically with Pap1p in yeast and has been proposed to degrade mRNAs in competition with Pap1p (Briggs et al., 1998; Burkard and Butler, 2000). The protein Rrp6p is a subunit of the nuclear exosome, which plays a role in the precise 3'end formation of many mRNAs and the degradation of excess rRNA and processing of their intermediates (Briggs et al., 1998). This suggests a link between the nuclear exosome and the 3'processing system. In yeast, rRNAs can be polyadenylated to a certain level and polyadenylated rRNAs accumulate in an Rrp6p mutant strain of yeast (Kuai et al., 2004). The poly(A) polymerase (Pap1p) appears to be responsible for the polyadenylation of these rRNAs and it has been suggested that Rrp6p is competing with the polyadenylation machinery to shorten the poly(A) tail of rRNAs (Kuai et al., 2004).

The 50 kDa subunit of CstF interacts with a protein (BARD1) that plays a role in the repair of DNA damage in mammalian cells (Kleiman and Manley, 1999, 2001). BARD1 has also been implicated in tumor suppression through its association with the BRCA1 protein. BRCA1, a breast and ovarian cancer tumor suppressor protein, is suggested to maintain genomic stability in response to DNA damage. BRCA1 has also been shown to interact with several components of the transcription complex. These
interactions are suggestive of a link between the 3¢end processing machinery and chromosome dynamics or DNA repair.

Each of the above mentioned cellular processes of transcription, splicing, RNA turnover, and DNA damage repair have been linked to polyadenylation. This suggests that the networking of all these processes is a conserved regulating step in gene expression and that mRNA maturation is not dependent on one process alone. No one process working independently and no one reaction more important than the other for proper mRNA processing/maturation. Overall, proper mRNA maturation is an essential step in maintaining cell viability.
Figure 1.1. Eukaryotic Poly(A) Signals.

Graphical representation of the polyadenylation signals for mammals, yeast, and plants. Black boxes represent the elements found in each signal (see text for description). Sequences below each element represent the predominant consensus sequence. CS represents the cleavage poly(A) site (y = pyrimidine).
Figure 1.2. Mammalian Cleavage and Polyadenylation Complex.

A schematic model of the mammalian cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus (see text for description). Patterns and shading represent individual subunits or subunits within the same factor, for example, CstF factors are all gray (see text for function).
Figure 1.3. Yeast Cleavage and Polyadenylation Complex.

A schematic model for the yeast cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus (see text for description). Patterns and shading represent the homologs identified in the mammalian complex in Figure 1.2. Not all protein-protein interactions are represented for simplicity (see text for function).
CHAPTER TWO

Characterization of Putative Polyadenylation Factor-B (PPF-B), an Inhibitor of Non-Specific Poly(A) Polymerase Activity
INTRODUCTION

Poly (A) tails are a feature of most mature eukaryotic mRNAs (Proudfoot, 1991). Polyadenylated mRNAs have been identified as well in mitochondria (Ojala et al., 1981), bacteria (Sarkar, 1997), and chloroplasts (Kudla et al., 1996; Lisitsky et al., 1996). In eukaryotes, it is now assumed that poly (A) tails play essential roles in conferring mRNA stability, promoting translation, and facilitating the transport of processed mRNAs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Manley and Proudfoot, 1994). In contrast, in bacteria, it appears that poly (A) tails serve to increase the rate at which RNAs are degraded in vivo (Xu et al., 1993; Hajnsdorf et al., 1995; O’Hara et al., 1995) and in vitro (Xu and Cohen, 1995).

Compared to other eukaryotic systems, nuclear RNA metabolism in plants is poorly understood. This is especially true for mRNA 3′-end formation and polyadenylation. Thus, while a good understanding of the RNA sequence requirements for mRNA 3′-end formation has been obtained (Rothnie, 1996; Li and Hunt, 1997; Graber et al., 1999a), little is known about the factors that recognize plant polyadenylation signals or polyadenylate mRNAs in plants. Plant genes that encode products with significant similarity to mammalian and yeast polyadenylation factor subunits can be identified in various genomes (Q. Q. Li and A. G. Hunt, unpublished observations), but the functioning of most of these in the process of mRNA 3′-end formation in plants remains to be demonstrated or understood. In addition, plants possess at least one identifiable enzymatic activity that is associated with mRNA polyadenylation, namely a poly(A) polymerase (PAP). Probable nuclear PAPs (as opposed to the chloroplast PAP; (Das Gupta et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998) were described as long as 26 years ago (Mans and Huff, 1975) and have been reported in a number of plant species (summarized in Hunt and Messing, 1998).

An alternative to sequence comparisons for the identification and characterization of polyadenylation factors is to identify factors that modify the activity of poly(A) polymerases. For example, the mammalian factor CPSF has the property that it can stimulate the activity of the PAP when using RNAs that possess authentic polyadenylation signals (Christofori and Keller, 1988; Keller et al., 1991). Using this as a
rationale, we set out to identify potential polyadenylation factors from plants that change the activity of the plant PAP. In so doing, we have discovered a novel factor (termed herein as PPF-B) that effectively inhibits the non-specific activity of plant PAPs. We describe in this chapter the identification, purification, and characterization of this from pea nuclear extracts.
RESULTS

Purification of an Inhibitor of Poly(A) Polymerase

To identify factors that inhibit PAP activity, pea nuclear extracts were first fractionated on DEAE-Sepharose much as is done to isolate the nuclear PAP (nPAP). Initial immunoblot studies indicated that these nuclear extracts were free of detectable ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (not shown; see also Das Gupta et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998), indicating a lack of chloroplast contamination of the nuclei used to prepare the extracts. Column fractions were then assayed in the presence of nPAP. For this, the non-specific assay used to purify and characterize the pea chloroplast PAP was used (Das Gupta et al., 1995). In this assay, enzyme, labeled ATP, and poly(A) (average length about 300 nts) is incubated at 30°C for given periods of time. Subsequently, the reactions are terminated by the addition of phenol + chloroform and incorporation of label into polynucleotide assessed by determining the label that is retained on DEAE ion-exchange paper in high phosphate. This assay has the advantage that it is sensitive and can be used to follow the purification of the plant PAPs through stages in which small amounts of nuclease activity are present. Moreover, the assay is non-specific in the sense that it does not require a polyadenylation signal.

As seen in Figure 2.1A, a broad range of DEAE column fractions (fractions 19-29) inhibited PAP activity. The inhibitory activity eluted before the PAP (which was present in fractions higher than 32). Fractions showing this inhibition were pooled, dialyzed, and further purified by chromatography on CM-Sepharose (Figure 2.1B). CM fractions showing this inhibition (fractions 24-30) were pooled, dialyzed and further purified by Mono-Q FPLC (Figure 2.1C). Mono-Q fractions 8-14 were pooled and dialyzed and this factor was termed putative polyadenylation factor-B (PPF-B). Unless otherwise noted, for the studies that follow, the MonoQ-purified factor was used.

PPF-B inhibits Plant PAP Activities, but Stimulates the Yeast PAP

PPF-B was first identified as an inhibitor of the pea nuclear PAP. Given the sequence similarity between the plant and other eukaryotic nPAPs, we hypothesized that PPF-B might act on other eukaryotic nPAPs in a similar manner. Accordingly, the affects
of PPF-B on the yeast PAP were determined (Figure 2.2). In contrast to what is observed with the plant nPAP, PPF-B stimulated yPAP activity approximately 4-fold. This was observed under conditions used to assay plant PAPs (as shown) or under conditions more optimal for the yeast PAP (not shown). This result indicates that PPF-B has a distinct PAP preference, perhaps suggestive of specific protein-protein interactions. In addition, these observations suggest that PPF-B does not inhibit PAP activity indiscriminately because of inherent ATPase, nuclease or protease activities.

In parallel to the studies with the yeast enzyme, the effects of PPF-B on the cpPAP were also tested. The results of this experiment are also shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, PPF-B proved to be as effective an inhibitor of the cpPAP as it was of the nPAP. Because the cpPAP is inherently more active (on a specific activity basis) than the pea nPAP, thus affording a more sensitive measure of inhibitory activity by PPF-B, most of the subsequent characterizations that follow were carried out using the cpPAP as a source of PAP.

The nPAP preparations we used in screening column fractions are themselves derived from nuclear extracts, and are only partially pure with respect to the nPAP. To test whether inhibition of this activity by PPF-B was due to an effect on the nPAP, as opposed to a secondary effect due to other components that copurify with the nPAP, the effects of PPF-B on recombinant nPAP (Hunt et al., 2000) were tested. As shown in Figure 2.2, PPF-B was as effective with the recombinant nPAP as with the partially purified preparation. Thus, we conclude that PPF-B acts directly on either the cpPAP or nPAP.

**PPF- Inhibitory Activity is Not Due to PAP, Substrate, or Product Degradation**

Among the possible means by which PPF-B inhibits PAP activity are a number of somewhat trivial ones, such as prior hydrolysis of the ATP used by PAP, degradation of the RNA substrates or products of PAP, and proteolytic breakdown of PAP itself. While the stimulatory effect of PPF-B on the yeast PAP argues against these as a means of action of PPF-B, it remained possible that PPF-B might have activities that are restricted to one or both of the plant PAPs (and thus not be manifest when assayed using the yeast enzyme). Accordingly, studies were conducted to further address these possibilities.
To test the hypothesis that inhibition of PAP activity by PPF-B is due to hydrolysis of this substrate, the ATPase activity of various combinations of PPF-B and cpPAP was directly measured. For this, we used conditions identical to those used for assay of PAP, and assayed the labeled nucleotides by thin layer chromatography. As shown in Figure 2.3, there was no difference in the profile of labeled compounds in reactions in the presence or absence of PPF-B. As expected, with the negative control with just reaction buffer, ATP was the predominant species (Figure 2.3; -PAP, -PPF-B). In reactions with PAP alone (Figure 2.3; +PAP, -PPF-B), some breakdown of ATP to ADP and AMP was observed, but considerable quantities of ATP remained at the end of the assay. The profile of labeled compounds in samples containing PAP and PPF-B (Figure 2.3; +PAP, +PPF-B) was identical to that seen with PAP alone. Thus, inhibition of PAP by PPF-B is not due to hydrolysis of ATP prior to the action of PAP. PPF-B alone had little or no detectable ATPase activity (Figure 2.3, +PPF-B, -PAP).

To test the proteolytic activity of PPF-B, different plant PAPs (nPAP and the two components of the cpPAP, respectively) were incubated with PPF-B under standard PAP reaction conditions, but without labeled nucleotide. After 30 minutes, the samples were dissolved in SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting, using the appropriate antisera. As is seen in Figure 2.4, inclusion of PPF-B in PAP reactions had no effect on the mobility of polypeptides recognized by antisera specific for the nPAP, the cpPAP, and PNP (the RNA binding cofactor for the cpPAP). These results indicate that inhibition of PAP activity by PPF-B is not due to proteolytic breakdown of the PAP.

Other studies indicated that PPF-B was free from detectable nuclease activity (not shown), and this factor did not inhibit the yPAP (Figure 2.2). These observations show that inhibition of PAP by PPF-B cannot be attributed to the breakdown of the RNA substrate for the PAP reaction. However, it remained a possibility that inhibition might be a manifestation of specific breakdown of the polyadenylate product of the reaction. To test this, the effects of PPF-B on "pre-formed" labeled poly(A) (the product of the PAP reaction itself) was assessed. Using the standard assay, PAP reactions were initiated and PPF-B was subsequently added at 15 minute intervals. Each reaction was incubated for a total of 120 minutes and PAP activity determined as usual. The rationale behind this experiment was that, should PPF-B inhibit PAP activity by selective degradation of the
poly(A) product of the reaction, then addition of PPF-B after allowing PAP to react for shorter periods of time would result in a degradation of the pre-formed poly(A). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.5. Addition of PPF-B after short periods of time resulted in decreases in total incorporation of label into poly(A), as expected. However, these low levels of incorporation were still significantly greater than the levels seen when the inhibitor was added at the onset of the reaction. Moreover, when PPF-B was added at times more than one hour after initiation of the reaction, virtually no difference in the quantity of labeled product formed was observed when compared with reactions carried out in the absence of PPF-B. This result, along with those mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, indicates that PPF-B does not affect the poly(A) product and is not a nuclease. Based on the experiments summarized in Figures 2.3-2.5, it suggests that the products, substrates, and proteins involved in the PAP reaction are not affected by PPF-B.

*A Distinct RNA Co-purifies with PPF-B*

To understand the composition of PPF-B, aliquots of the purified factor were treated with proteinase K and micrococcal nuclease. This was used to determine if PPF-B inhibitory activity is dependent on a protein or nucleotide factor or a combination of both. PPF-B was sensitive to both treatments (data not shown). Therefore, this suggests PPF-B consists of a protein and nucleotide factor. Polypeptides were not identified when PPF-B extracts were resolved by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie brilliant blue and silver staining (data not shown).

In mammals, the U1 snRNP is an inhibitor of the poly(A) polymerase, owing to the interaction of either the U1A or 70kD subunit of U1 with PAP (Gunderson et al., 1997; Gunderson et al., 1998). Could PPF-B be U1 or an analog of U1? To test this, RNAs isolated from PPF-B were assessed by northern blot analysis using a probe prepared from cloned pea U1 snRNA. This probe hybridized efficiently to the corresponding RNA in preparations from whole nuclei (Figure 2.6A), but failed to hybridize to any nucleic acids in the sample from PPF-B (Figure 2.6A). This suggests that PPF-B is not the pea U1 snRNP.
The results of PPF-B sensitivity to nuclease treatment and northern blot analysis, suggest that PPF-B contains an RNA component that is not from the pea U1 snRNP. To further explore this hypothesis, PPF-B-containing column fractions were extracted with phenol+chloroform and possible nucleic acids in the aqueous phase recovered by ethanol precipitation using glycogen as a bulk carrier. Nucleic acids in the resulting preparations were then end-labeled using poly(A) polymerase (commercial preparations, from yeast) and \([\alpha-P^{32}]\)-Cordycepin-5\'-Triphosphate and analyzed by electrophoresis on agarose gels. For comparison, total RNA isolated from pea nuclear extracts was also end-labeled and analyzed in a similar manner. The results, shown in Figure 2.6B, indicate the presence of a distinct labeled molecule, probably an RNA (owing to the specificity of the yeast PAP) in PPF-B. This putative RNA was somewhat larger than the pea U1 RNA. This result supports the conclusion drawn from the nuclease sensitivity studies, that PPF-B contains an RNA component that is needed for full activity. Attempts to clone this RNA by reverse transcriptase (RT) and nested PCR were unsuccessful.

**PPF-B Co-Purifies with a Linker Histone**

Our initial preparations of PPF-B revealed no obvious polypeptides. Therefore, we scaled up our process (more plant material) to acquire visible polypeptides for analysis. Analysis of these new preparations of PPF-B indicated the presence of a single predominant polypeptide of about 30 kDa (Figure 2.7A). Further immunoblot analysis, using antibodies that recognize other possible plant polyadenylation-related proteins (PABP, nPAP, Fip1, and plant homologues of the 100 kDa subunit of CPSF and 50 kDa subunit of CstF) indicated that none of these proteins were present in the purest preparations of PPF-B (Figure 2.7B). Thus, PPF-B does not contain polypeptides related to PAP, nor does it co-purify with four other possible polyadenylation factors.

The predominant polypeptide in PPF-B, of approximately 30 kDa, was isolated and excised for proteolytic digestion with endo-LysC and NH\_2-terminal sequencing to acquire peptide sequences (see Materials and Methods). Two peptide sequences were obtained from this polypeptide and this information was used to search available databases. The database search yielded an exact match with a protein from garden pea (*Pisum sativum*), Ribosome-Sedimenting Protein (RSP; Figure 2.8A). RSP displays
significant homology to a number of histone H1 proteins in various databases. The most prominent among these were several histone H1s from a variety of plant species (Figure 2.8B). For example, the amino acid identity of RSP and the tomato, tobacco, pea, and Arabidopsis histone H1 was 62%, 52%, 48%, and 43% respectively over the entire length of the RSP protein. Interestingly, both of the peptide sequences that were obtained were derived from RSP, as opposed to other linker histones (such as the pea histone H1 whose sequence is shown in Figure 2.8B). This suggests that PPF-B may consist solely of a particular linker histone.

Several attempts were made to isolate and characterize GST-RSP fusion proteins from E. coli. However, the fusion protein produced was very susceptible to bacterial proteolysis, thereby precluding a direct assay of the fusion protein (data not shown). Thus, as an alternative, co-purification experiments using DNA-cellulose were performed. PPF-B extracts were first incubated with DNA-cellulose and then resolved by SDS-PAGE. As seen in Figure 2.8C, RSP was removed from the extract and was bound to the DNA-cellulose (compare lanes 2 and 3). This suggests that RSP has affinity for DNA, which is not surprising, given that it is a linker histone. The supernatant collected from the DNA-cellulose incubation was tested for inhibitory activity of PAP. While the preparation before DNA-cellulose treatment was able to inhibit 97% of the PAP activity, the supernatant after treatment only inhibited 8% of the PAP activity (Figure 2.8C). Thus, like RSP itself, the inhibitory activity of PAP by PPF-B bound to DNA-cellulose. This suggests, at the very least, that inhibitory activity of PAP and RSP might be closely associated.

It has been shown that human linker histones affect the ability of the SWI/SNF ATP-dependent remodeling complex to remodel chromatin in vitro (Hill and Imbalzano, 2000; Ramachandran et al., 2003). Human forms of the SWF/SNF complex have been shown to be inactivated by phosphorylation in mitosis (Muchardt et al., 1996; Sif et al., 1998). With that in mind, we set out to determine if PPF-B activity could be regulated by phosphorylation activities. PPF-B was treated with calf intestinal alkaline phophatase (CIAP; Promega) and then tested with PAP. However, buffer control (buffer treated with CIAP) affected PAP activity and thus phosphorylation regulation of PPF-B activity could not be determined (data not shown).
**RSP Localizes to the Nucleus and Cytoplasm**

RSP was identified as a novel component of ribosome-sedimenting activity and the plant cytoskeleton (Abe and Davies, 1995; Davies et al., 2001). RSP is an atypical linker histone and its sub-cellular localization was previously unknown. A novel histone H1 variant has been shown to be localized in nucleoli of higher plant cells (Tanaka et al., 1999). Therefore, we set out to determine the localization of RSP in tobacco leaves by generating autofluorescent protein fusions. Co-localization of RSP with an *Arabidopsis* nuclear PAP (AtPAPIV; At4g32850) was also tested.

In order to evaluate localization, plasmids (pGD) carrying autofluorescent protein fusions were introduced into tobacco leaves by particle bombardment (see Materials and Methods). The pGd binary vector enables high level of transient expression in plant cells (Goodin et al., 2002). RSP was fused to a red fluorescent protein (DsRed; pGDR vector) and AtPAPIV was fused to a green fluorescent protein (GFP; pGDG vector). Observations with the green/red filters to reveal the fluorescence patterns of GFP (Figure 2.9A) and DsRed (Figure 2.9B) indicated that both proteins accumulate throughout the epidermal cell (Figure 2.9D). The GFP-PAPIV fusion was co-expressed with DsRed in the same epidermal cell (Figure 2.9 E-H). It suggests that GFP-PAPIV (Figure 2.9 E) localizes to the nucleus when compared to GFP alone (Figure 2.9A). When images E-G were the overlayed (Figure 2.9H), it also suggested that GFP-PAPIV was nuclear localized, because DsRed saturates the nucleus. The DsRed-RSP fusion was co-expressed with the GFP-PAPIV fusion in the same epidermal cell (Figure 2.9 I-L). DsRed-RSP appears to be targeted to the periphery of the epidermal cell and potentially the nucleus (Figure 2.9 J), as evidenced by the red speckles seen where GFP-PAPIV localizes (comparing Figure 2.9 J to I). Fluorescence of GFP and DsRed proteins and fusion proteins could easily be detected in epidermal cells without chlorophyll interference as shown in panels C, G, and K (Figure 2.9). DAPI staining of the nuclei in these tissues was unsuccessful, thus definitive results indicating localization to the nucleus in these experiments is premature. However, epidermal cells lack chloroplasts and GFP-PAPIV localizes to a single organelle in the cell, presumably the nucleus. For these reasons, we
tentatively conclude that PAP-IV is nuclear localized. Also, we tentatively conclude that RSP may co-localize with PAP-IV and be nuclear localized.

**Highly Pure PPF-B Contains an AMP Forming Activity**

As described above, our purification process of PPF-B was scaled up and a polypeptide target linked to inhibitory activity was identified. With this new preparation, assays for substrate (ATP) breakdown were performed. As seen in Figure 2.10, concentrated PPF-B co-purifies with an activity that converts ATP to AMP. This activity was observed in the presence as well as in the absence of PAP. Given that the inhibitory activity of PAP by PPF-B was bound by DNA-cellulose (Figure 2.8C), we wanted to determine if inhibitory and AMP-forming activities could be eluted from the DNA-cellulose. PPF-B extracts were first incubated with DNA-cellulose and then washed with buffer containing different concentrations of KCl. As seen in Figure 2.11A, inhibitory activity eluted from the DNA-cellulose in buffer containing 500 mM KCl. Eluted proteins from each wash were also analyzed. Different amounts of RSP eluted in each wash and it appears that more RSP eluted in 500 mM KCl than any other wash. This suggests that the inhibitory activity and RSP are closely associated. However, supernatant from PPF-B treated with DNA-cellulose (Figure 2.11A; lane 2) appears to have equal amounts of RSP and one-tenth the inhibitory activity of the 500 mM wash (Figure 2.11A; lane 6). This suggests that RSP is not the inhibitory factor found in PPF-B.

These above mentioned washes were also analyzed for substrate (ATP) breakdown. As seen if Figure 2.11B, AMP-forming activity eluted from the DNA-cellulose. PAP assays were performed with washes in the presence or absence of PAP. AMP-forming activity eluted in the 500 mM wash, which contains the PPF-B inhibitory activity. This suggests that inhibitory and AMP-forming activities are closely associated. Thus, characterization of this AMP-forming activity may lead to the identification of PPF-B.
DISCUSSION

We have characterized a plant polyadenylation factor (termed PPF-B) that inhibits the non-specific activity of PAPs from the nucleus and chloroplast. This factor can be resolved from other putative plant polyadenylation factors (PAP, putative subunits of CstF and CPSF, Fip1 and a nuclear poly[A] binding protein) for which probes or assays are available, and also from at least one snRNP (U1) that has been shown to inhibit PAP in mammalian systems. The inhibition of the plant PAPs is not due to depletion of PAP polypeptides, substrates, or products, as shown by direct assay and by the lack of effect on yPAP. Inhibitory activity is associated with a novel linker histone (Davies et al., 2001). RSP appears to be localized to the outer membrane and potentially the nucleus of the cell. Highly pure PPF-B also has a co-purifying AMP forming activity that is distinct from its inhibitory activity. Taken together, these properties indicate that PPF-B is a novel factor, unlike other polyadenylation-related factors that have been described to date.

In some ways, the activity of PPF-B is similar to that of the Fip1p subunit of the yeast polyadenylation factor CPF. By itself, freed from the other subunits of CPF, Fip1p inhibits the non-specific activity of the yeast PAP by blocking access of the RNA primer to an RNA-binding domain of PAP (Zhelkovsky et al., 1998). In contrast, intact CPF (which contains Fip1p) stimulates the non-specific activity of the yeast PAP (Preker et al., 1995; Helmling et al., 2001). The polypeptides recognized in pea nuclear extracts by anti-sera developed against an Arabidopsis Fip1, were absent in PPF-B extracts. This suggests that PPF-B does not contain Fip1. The lack of other immunologically related subunits of the polyadenylation complex (PAP, PAB, CstF50, CPSF30) in PPF-B suggests that PPF-B does not contain the cleavage and polyadenylation complex and inhibition is linked to another cellular process.

Kleiman and Manley (1999) have reported that BARD1 interacts with the polyadenylation factor CstF50 and inhibits 3′end processing of mRNA precursors. BARD1 is associated with BRCA1 and several lines of evidence support the role of BRCA1 in maintaining genomic stability in response to DNA damage. BRCA1 has also been shown to interact with several components of the transcription complex. The
BARD1-CstF50 interaction which inhibits 3′-end formation has been linked to DNA damage and tumor suppression (Kleiman and Manley, 2001). These authors have proposed that the inhibition of polyadenylation by BARD1-BRCA1 is a means of preventing the polyadenylation (and subsequent transport, presumably) of aberrantly-terminated RNAs associated with RNA polymerase situated (paused) at sites of DNA damage. There are no apparent homologues in the Arabidopsis database for BARD1 or BRCA1 (data not shown), which raises the question as to the existence in plants of an analogous mechanism for limiting the polyadenylation of aberrant RNAs. The inhibition of PAP by PPF-B may be analogous to the BARD1-Cstf50 association in the prevention of deleterious polyadenylation of mRNAs transcribed from damaged DNA in plants. Linker histones can be modified in response to DNA damage (e.g., de Murcia et al., 1988), thus providing precedent for a link between linker histones and DNA damage. Therefore, RSP may be the link of repair complexes in response to DNA damage and directly or indirectly, serve to limit or prevent polyadenylation of aberrant RNAs.

Among the subcellular locations that linker histones may be found is the nucleolus; for example, Tanaka et al. (1999) have reported that a distinctive plant linker histone localizes to the nucleolus. This raises the possibility that PPF-B may as well be associated with the nucleolus. This in turn suggests that PPF-B may act to inhibit nPAP in the nucleolus. This inhibition may serve to prevent inadvertent polyadenylation of rRNA precursors (an eventuality that one might expect to lead to breakdown of the rRNA, given the parallels between exosomes and degradosomes). Inherent in this model is the suggestion that the nPAP may play a role in nuclear RNA turnover in plants, much as the cpPAP and bacterial PAP do in their respective compartments. It is thus of interest to note that recent studies have shown that the yeast PAP interacts with Rrp6p, an exosome subunit (Burkard and Butler, 2000). Moreover, polyadenylated forms of various small nuclear and nucleolar RNAs accumulate in yeast exosome mutants (van Hoof et al., 2000), much as do polyadenylated RNAs in nuclease mutants of E. coli (Sarkar, 1997). Thus, an alternative to the model that PPF-B links DNA damage with polyadenylation holds that PPF-B may facilitate RNA ribosomal RNA maturation (or that of other stable RNAs that are processed by the exosome) by limiting or preventing their polyadenylation.
The inhibition of the cpPAP by PPF-B, and the association of PPF-B with a linker histone, suggests an alternative model for the role of PPF-B in RNA metabolism in the plant nucleus. The chloroplast PAP requires PNP as an RNA binding cofactor in vitro (Li et al., 1996). We have found that partially purified nPAP is also able to utilize PNP (a chloroplast enzyme) as an RNA-binding cofactor (Hunt et al., 2000). This commonality suggests possible sites of action for PPF-B, these being steps or reactions that involve PNP. In bacteria, PNP is a component of the so-called degradosome, a complex responsible for RNA turnover (Carpousis et al., 1999). Eukaryotic cells possess analogous complexes (termed by others as exosomes) that contain subunits that are related to subunits of the bacterial degradosome (Decker, 1998; van Hoof and Parker, 1999). Among the functions that exosomes serve in eukaryotic cells are processes involved in ribosomal RNA, snoRNA, and snRNA maturation (Allmang et al., 1999).

Recombinant Arabidopsis PAP and purified chloroplast PAP can polyadenylate RNAs associated with a purified exosome-like activity from pea nuclear extracts (Dattaroy and Hunt, 2002). The ability of PAP to use RNAs associated with a degradative process as template RNA further strengthens the hypothesis of polyadenylation linked to turnover. In this context, PPF-B may be a bridge between polyadenylation and RNA turnover (or ribosomal RNA maturation, or both). This factor may perhaps serve to partition the nPAP between biosynthetic and degradative functions.

The linker histone that is associated with PPF-B has previously been identified as a protein that co-purifies with cytoskeleton-associated polysomes (Davies et al., 2001). The significance of this is unclear. This would imply a cytoplasmic role for PPF-B in plant cells, perhaps one related to interactions with cytoplasmic exosomes. Alternatively, cytoskeleton-associated RSP may not be capable of inhibiting PAPs. However, PAP functions in translational control of certain mRNAs by cytoplasmic polyadenylation. Control of PAP level is essential for cytoplasmic polyadenylation and early development in Drosophila (Juge et al., 2002). This may be the link RSP has in the cytoplasm, by regulation of cytoplasmic PAP involved in increasing translation efficiency.

BRCA1/ BARD1 can assemble a ubiquitin ligase (E3) activity and E1-mediated monoubiquitination in vitro (Chen et al., 2002). Poly-ubiquitin chains are believed to play a role in signaling for DNA repair (Spence et al., 1995; Hofmann and Pickart, 1999).
Thus suggesting a linkage of BRCA1/BARD1-ubiquitin in tumor suppression. The reaction of ubiquitination requires the sequential actions of three enzymes, an activating enzyme (E1), a conjugating enzyme (E2) and a ligase (E3). E1-ubiquitin activating enzymes require ATP for activation. Ubiquitin is linked to E1 through AMP. Thus, E1s generate AMP during the activation reaction. Concentrated PPF-B contains an AMP forming activity and the inhibitory activity is linked to RSP. This raises the possibility that PPF-B contains an E1-activating enzyme, drawing a link to chromatin surveillance and polyubiquitination as mentioned above. The yeast PAP interacts with Uba2, an E1 homolog, and Ufd1, a protein whose function is linked to the ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation pathway (Olmo et al., 1997). It is possible that the inhibitory activity of PPF-B is linked to an E1 enzyme by way of a linker histone (RSP) to ubiquitinate its target, PAP. The hypothesis of linking RSP to DNA damage complexes adds credence to this proposed function, by preventing polyadenylation through regulating subunits of the cleavage and polyadenylation complex by ubiquitination. In vitro E1-ubiquitin activating assays were performed with PPF-B and commercially available ubiquitin and rabbit E1 as a control (data not shown). In these experiments no activation was observed. However, the expected activity may require plant ubiquitin or ubiquitin like protein. Immunoblots with plant specific ubiquitin and E1-3 antibodies and E1-activating assays with recombinant plant ubiquitins would aide in determining if E1 is present in PPF-B.

Further evidence for the potential of post-translational modification of PAP is provided by the identification of potential sites of modification in its amino acid sequence. As seen in Figure 2.12, all four of the recently reported Arabidopsis PAPs (Addepalli et al., 2004), contain a potential binding site for sumolation. The consensus binding motif for SUMO is KKXE, where K is a hydrophobic amino acid, K is lysine, X is any amino acid, and E is glutamic acid (Melchior, 2000). SUMO, small ubiquitin-like modifier, is a post-translational modifier related to ubiquitin. SUMO attachment employs an E1-E2-E3 conjugation similar to ubiquitination (see above). SUMO has not been shown to be a targeting modifier for proteolysis like ubiquitin. SUMO has been shown to function in cellular localization, activation, and protection from ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (Muller et al., 2001). This suggests that Arabidopsis PAPs may be modified by SUMO. Since SUMO requires an E1-activating enzyme for attachment, it may be that
PPF-B contains an E1-SUMO activating enzyme. This is consistent with the observation that PPF-B lacks proteolytic activity against PAPs.

To summarize, we have identified a novel factor (PPF-B) that is unlike other polyadenylation-related factors that have been described to date. PPF-B inhibits poly(A) polymerase activity and it does not contain known plant poly(A) factors (including Fip1). PPF-B has allowed us to hypothesize conceptual links of polyadenylation to several processes including DNA damage, RNA turnover and protein regulation by post-translational modifiers. Links with these processes have been reported already in other eukaryotic systems. Further experiments will help us understand more about PPF-B function and how other cellular processes are linked and affected by polyadenylation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material

Garden pea (Pisum sativum cv. Laxton Progress) seed was obtained from Kentucky Garden Supply (Lexington, KY). Seeds were sown in the greenhouse and harvested after 2-3 weeks of growth, when plants had two to three extended open trifolates. Tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum) used for particle bombardment were supplied by Dr. Randy Dinkins (PGEL; University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY).

Protein Purification

Pea nuclei and nuclear extracts were prepared as described by Yang and Hunt (Yang and Hunt, 1994). Nuclear extracts were examined by immunoblot analysis to verify that they were free of chloroplast contaminants; these characterizations have been described in detail elsewhere (Das Gupta et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998). Nuclear extracts were diluted 2-fold with NEB (40 mM KCl, 25 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.9, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 10% glycerol and 5 mg/ml of each of leupeptin, chymostatin, and antipain) prior to DEAE chromatography. Protein contents were determined using the BioRad dye reagent and bovine serum albumin as a standard. Ten mg of nuclear protein was loaded onto a 20 ml DEAE-Sepharose column (Sigma) that had been equilibrated with NEB. The column was washed with 40 ml of NEB at a rate of 0.5ml/min and proteins retained in the column were eluted with a 80 ml gradient (40-500mM) of KCl in NEB. The column was then washed with 40 ml of NEB containing 500 mM KCl and 40 ml of 1M KCl in NEB. Five ml fractions were collected and 20 µl of each fraction were assayed for the inhibition of non-specific PAP activity.

Fractions containing PPF-B activity were pooled, dialyzed against NEB, and loaded onto a 15 ml CM-Sepharose (Sigma) column at a flow rate of 0.5ml/min. The column was washed with 40 ml NEB and bound proteins eluted with a 60 ml gradient of 40-790 mM KCl in NEB. The column was then washed with 40 ml of NEB containing 1M KCl. One ml fractions were collected after the first wash and 20 µl assayed for inhibitory activity. Active fractions were pooled, dialyzed against NEB, and loaded at 0.5ml/min onto a MonoQ HR5/5 column (Pharmacia) that had been equilibrated with
The column was developed with a linear gradient (10 ml) of 40 mM to 500 mM KCl in NEB. Fractions of 0.5 ml were collected, and 20 μl of each fraction were assayed for PPF-B activity. Active fractions were pooled and used for the characterization. Typical yields were about 2 ml of purified factor containing 10-20 mg/ml of protein.

The polypeptide composition of PPF-B was analyzed by separating peak fractions by SDS-PAGE (12.5% gels), transferring to PVDF membranes, and staining the membranes with Coomassie Brilliant Blue.

The nuclear PAP was purified from nuclear extracts as described by Hunt et al. (2000). Likewise, recombinant nPAP was isolated from E. coli carrying a pGEX2T-nPAP construct (Hunt et al., 2000). The cpPAP was purified from extracts prepared from the leaves of young pea seedlings as described previously (Das Gupta et al., 1995). In this study, the enzyme purified through the heparin-Sepharose step was used; this preparation contains both subunits of the active chloroplast poly(A) polymerase complex (the PAP and polynucleotide phosphorylase; (Li et al., 1996, 1998). The yeast PAP was purchased from US Biochemicals; the activity of this enzyme in the buffers used for the assay of the chloroplast and plant nuclear PAPs was confirmed prior to the studies described here.

For purification of PPF-B with DNA-cellulose, 50 mg of DNA-cellulose was washed 3 times with 1 ml of NEB, and resuspended in 300 μl of the same buffer. 100 μl this suspension was pelleted, the supernatant removed, and 70 μl of Mono-Q pure PPF-B was added to the pellet. The pellet was suspended thoroughly, and the mixture incubated for 30 minutes at 25°C. The mixture was then centrifuged for 10 seconds (10,000 rpm) and the supernatant collected and used for assays as described above or resolved by SDS-PAGE along with the DNA-cellulose pellet in 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer. The gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (Wong et al., 2000), and then with silver (using a kit supplied by Bio-Rad, as recommended by this manufacturer). Stained polypeptides were then visualized on a light box. For elution of proteins, DNA-cellulose was incubated with NEB containing 125 mM KCl at room temperature for 30 minutes. The DNA-cellulose was pelleted and supernatant collected for analysis. The DNA-cellulose pellet was then incubated again with NEB containing 250 mM KCl and supernatant collected and analyzed. This was repeated three more times with NEB containing 500 mM, 1M, and 2 M KCl and supernatants collected and analyzed.
**Immunoblot Analyses**

For immunoblots, proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using a Trans-Blot Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories) following the manufactures recommendations. Filters were then washed and probed with antibodies (at dilutions of 1/500 to 1/1000) as described elsewhere (Yang and Hunt, 1994). The antibody preparations used for detection of the cpPAP, polynucleotide phosphorylase, CPSF100, and poly(A) binding protein have been described (Yang and Hunt, 1994; Das Gupta et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998; Elliott et al., 2003). Antibodies that recognize the plant nuclear PAP and *Arabidopsis* homologues of the 100 kDa subunit of CPSF and 50 kDa subunit of CstF were prepared using glutathione-S-transferase fusion proteins as immunogens. For antibodies against the plant nPAP, the amino acid coding sequence of a rice EST whose predicted product is significantly related to the bovine and yeast PAPs (accession C26207) was amplified by PCR and cloned onto pGEX-2T (Pharmacia). To raise antibodies against the CstF50 homologue, the coding region corresponding to the C-terminal 228 amino acids of an *Arabidopsis* gene (accession BAB10643) whose product is significantly similar to the mammalian protein was amplified by RT/PCR and cloned onto pGEX-2T (Pharmacia). *E. coli* carrying the appropriate recombinant plasmid were grown, induced with IPTG, and protein was purified by affinity chromatography using glutathione-Sepharose 4B, as recommended by the manufacturer (Pharmacia). The purified fusion proteins were used without further purification. These preparations were used to inject rabbits as described by Yang and Hunt (Yang and Hunt, 1994). The production of antibodies against AtFip1 is described in chapter 3.

**Enzyme Assays**

The assay for non-specific plant PAP activity has been described elsewhere (Das Gupta et al., 1995; Li et al., 1996). Unless noted otherwise all reactions were incubated at 30°C for 2 hours. Bovine serum albumin and poly (A) were omitted from the assays for protease characterization of PPF-B.
For ATPase assays, PAP reactions were carried out and 1 μl aliquots of each reaction were applied to polyethyleneimine-cellulose thin layer chromatography plates (Fischer Scientific). The plates were developed in 0.8 M LiCl and visualized by autoradiography. One μl each of 20 mM AMP, ADP, and ATP was applied as a standard (visualized by irradiating plates directly with ultraviolet light).

To estimate possible proteinase activity, proteins from the PAP reactions were solubilized by the addition of an equal volume of 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer (1X = 0.1 M Tris HCl, pH 6.8, 2.9 M d-mercaptoethanol, 4% SDS, 0.2% bromophenol blue, 20% glycerol), separated by SDS-PAGE, and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using a Trans-BlotCell (Bio-Rad) following the recommendations of the manufacturer. Filters were then washed and probed with antibodies (at dilutions of 1/500 to 1/1000) as described elsewhere (Sambrook et al., 1989; Yang and Hunt, 1994).

**Northern Blot Analysis of RNA Isolated from PPF-B and Crude Nuclear Extracts**

Total RNA from whole nuclei and MonoQ purified PPF-B fractions were extracted with phenol + chloroform and recovered by ethanol precipitation using 20 μg of glycogen as a bulk carrier. RNA samples were separated on a 2% agarose gel cast in formaldehyde (Sambrook et al., 1989) and transferred to a nylon membrane. These filters were hybridized at 40°C for 16 hours with a probe prepared using a U1 cDNA (see the following paragraph), washed three times in 2X SSC + 0.1% SDS at 40°C, and visualized by autoradiography.

To prepare the U1 snRNA cDNA, 0.5 mg of total RNA from pea nuclear extracts was used in a one-step RT-PCR reaction with specific oligonucleotides for U1 snRNA (5':ATACTTACCTGGATGGGGTCGAT and 3':GGGCGCGCAGAAGCGAGCCGCCAACCTGCATTCAGGCAA) (Hanley and Schuler, 1991). The RT-PCR product of 155 bp was used to generate a radiolabeled probe (Prime-It II/Stratagene) for Northern Analysis (see below).

**3'end Labeling and Northern Analysis of RNA Extracts from PPF-B**

Total RNA from whole nuclei and MonoQ purified PPF-B fractions were extracted with phenol + chloroform and recovered by ethanol precipitation using 20 μg of glycogen as a bulk carrier. These RNA preps were end-labeled with purified yeast PAP
(US Biochemicals), briefly described in Das Gupta et al. (1995), with the exception of using 10 mCi of [\(\alpha\)-P\(^{32}\)]-Cordycepin 5¢-Triphosphate per reaction (Dupont-NEN). These labeled RNAs were separated on a 2% formaldehyde/agarose gel, transferred to nylon membrane and visualized by autoradiography.

**Peptide Sequencing of PPF-B**

PPF-B extract, purified through Mono-Q, was separated by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were transferred to Immobilon-P membranes (Millipore) by electroblotting and the resolved polypeptides visualized by staining briefly with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. The 30 kDa polypeptide from PPF-B was excised and submitted to the University of Kentucky Macromolecular Structure Analysis Facility for proteolytic digestion with endo-LysC and NH\(_2\)-terminal peptide sequencing. Picomole yields of sequence were recovered per input protein. The resulting sequences were used to search various databases.

**GFP and DsRed Fusion Constructs and Particle Bombardment**

For transient GFP and DsRed assays, the pGDG (GFP) and pGDR (DsRed) fusion plasmids were used (Goodin et al., 2002). Briefly, RSP was PCR amplified with oligonucleotide primers (CCAAGATCTATGGCGTCTGAAGAGCCCACCACCGT and CCAAGATCTTCTCTTTCTCTCTCTTAGCTGCTG; in the 5¢ to 3¢ direction) using a full-length cDNA as template (a gift from Dr. Shunnosuke Abe; Ehime University, Matsuyama, Japan). PCR products of predicted size (891 bp; all coding region) were subcloned into the EcoRV site of pGEM-T Easy (Promega), per manufacturers instructions, and resulting clones were sequenced with T7 and SP6 oligonucleotide primers. pGEM-RSP clones were then digested with BglII and the resulting fragment (903 bp) was ligated into BamHI digested pGDR plasmid by T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen). Recombinants were sequenced with oligonucleotide primer (in the 5¢ to 3¢ direction) TTTCTTGGCCTTGGGCTCCTTGGG to determine if the DsRed fusion is in frame. AtPAPIV was PCR amplified with oligonucleotide primers (CCGAGATCTATGGTGTTACTCAAAATTTAGGTGGT and TGAAGTGAACTTGCGGGG; in the 5¢ to 3¢ direction) using the pGBD-IV clone (see Materials and Methods in chapter 3) as
template. PCR products of expected size (2403 bp) were subcloned into pGEM-T and sequenced as described above. The pGEM-AtPAPIV clone was then digested with BglII and SalI. The resulting fragment (approximately 2400 bp) was then ligated into BglII/SalI digested pGDG by T4 DNA ligase and digested again with HindIII. The resulting clone was then sequenced with oligonucleotide primer (in the 5¢ to 3¢ direction) CTCAGCCAA TATATCATGCAAGATGATGAA to determine if the GFP fusion is in frame.

These resulting fusion plasmids were introduced into tobacco abaxial leaf tissues by particle bombardment using a PDS1000 DuPont Bio-Rad Microprojectile delivery system (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and leaf pieces were analyzed by microscopy 24 hours after bombardment.

**Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy**

Confocal microscopy was done using an Olympus BX61WI confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with helium/neon lasers and multi-tracking. GFP was excited at 488 nm, and the resulting fluorescence filtered through a primary dichroic (UV/488/543/633), 570 nm secondary dichroic, and BP505-550 nm emission filters to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector. DsRed was excited at 543 nm, and the emission was passed through the same primary and secondary dichroic mirrors, and through a LP570 nm emission filter to the PMT detector. Images were captured using Olympus software and converted to TIFF files. At least three transformed cells were examined for each gene of interest.
**Figure 2.1.** Purification and Activity of PPF-B.

**Summary of a typical PPF-B purification:** Pea nuclear extracts were dialyzed and then fractionated on DEAE-Sepharose(A). DEAE fractions (19-29) containing PPF-B were then pooled and dialyzed and further purified by CM-Sepharose(B). CM fractions containing PPF-B (24-30) were pooled and dialyzed and further purified by Mono-Q FPLC (C). (See Materials and Methods)

(A) Twenty μl of each DEAE-Sepharose fraction were screened for PAP-inhibitory activity in polyadenylation reactions. Each reaction contained 20 μl (ca. 800 ng of total protein) of partially-purified nPAP. Inhibitory activity (gray line) and total protein (black line) were plotted as shown.

(B) Twenty μl of each CM-Sepharose fraction were screened for PAP-inhibitory activity in polyadenylation reactions. Each reaction contained 20 μl of partially-purified nPAP. Inhibitory activity (gray line) and total protein (black line) were plotted as shown.

(C) Twenty μl of Mono-Q fractions were screened for PAP-inhibitory activity in polyadenylation reactions. Each reaction contained 20 μl of partially-purified nPAP. Inhibitory activity (gray line) and [KCl] (black line) were plotted as shown (Total protein concentrations were too low to be plotted). In A-C, the percent inhibition represents the activity of the fractions compared to the non-specific activity of nPAP in the absence of added factors.
Figure 2.2. Effects of PPF-B on Different Poly(A) Polymerases

PAP reactions were performed with the chloroplast PAP (cpPAP; 3.6 μg), the pea nPAP (400 ng), recombinant Arabidopsis nPAP (220 ng), and the yPAP (1 μl of a commercial preparation) as described in Materials and Methods. Dark bars represent the relative activity of each enzyme cpPAP (372U/mg protein), pea nPAP (129U/mg protein), recombinant Arabidopsis nPAP (1500U/mg protein), and yPAP (7.32U/1 μl of a commercial preparation) in the absence of PPF-B; these activities have been set at 100% to simplify presentation. Light bars denote the relative activities of each enzyme in the presence of 5 μl (ca. 40 ng) of MonoQ-purified PPF-B.
**Figure 2.3.** PPF-B does not Promote the Hydrolysis of ATP.

PAP reactions containing the indicated enzymes were conducted as described in Methods. After stopping each reaction, 1 µl of the aqueous phase of each reaction was analyzed by TLC. The locations of ATP, ADP, AMP, and inorganic phosphate (Pi) are indicated on top. For these reactions, 3 µg of cpPAP and 40 ng of PPF-B were used, as indicated.
Figure 2.4. PPF-B does not act proteolytically on Plant PAPs

nPAP (800 ng), cpPAP (30 μg) or polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNP; 6 μg) were incubated in the presence or absence (as indicated) of PPF-B (160 ng), incubated for 30 min in PAP reaction conditions, and analyzed by immunoblotting, using the antibody indicated above the blot. The mobilities of "authentic" PNP, nPAP, and cpPAP, respectively, are indicated with arrows to the left of each blot. The mobilities of a 28 kDa size standard are denoted with a star near the bottom of each blot.
Figure 2.5. PPF-B does not Degrade Pre-formed Products of the PAP Reaction.

PAP reactions were conducted using 7.2 mg of the cpPAP as described in Methods. At the times indicated, 160 ng of PPF-B was added to each reaction. All reactions were incubated for a total of 120 min and the label incorporated into poly(A) determined. The quantity for each sample was plotted as a percent of activity in the absence of PPF-B.
Figure 2.6. PPF-B RNA is Distinct from U1 snRNP.

(A) PPF-B is distinct from U1 snRNP. RNAs from pea nuclear extracts and PPF-B were separated on a 2% formaldehyde/agarose gel and hybridized with a probe prepared using a pea U1 snRNA PCR product. Two exposures are shown; the lighter (left panel) indicates the quality of the RNA isolated from crude extracts, and the darker one (right panel) shows an absence of U1-related RNAs in the PPF-B sample. The RNAs analyzed, represent 40% of the purified RNAs from 100 μl of PPF-B and crude extract, respectively.

(B) Total RNAs extracted from pea nuclear extracts and MonoQ PPF-B were end-labeled with yeast PAP via [α-P32]-Cordycepin 5’Triphosphate and analyzed as described under Materials and Methods. The RNA extracts were separated on a 2% formaldehyde/agarose gel.
Figure 2.7. PPF-B does not appear to be Immunlogically Related to Other Plant Poly(A) Factors.

(A) Thirty-five ml (ca. 280 ng) of Mono-Q pure PPF-B ("PPF-B") was analyzed by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose, followed by Coomassie brilliant blue staining. The "extract" sample corresponds to pooled CM-Sepharose PPF-B fractions. The location of prestained size standards is shown on the left.
(B) Immunoblot analysis of PPF-B. Thirty-five ml of PPF-B that had been purified through CM-Sepharose were analyzed by immunoblotting, using antibodies that recognize pea poly(A) binding proteins, a putative plant homologue of the 100 kDa subunit of CPSF, 50 kDa subunit of CstF, Fip1, and the nPAP. For comparison, 25 ml (ca. 16 mg) of crude nuclear extract was also analyzed. The positions of the PABP, CPSF100, CstF 50, Fip1 and nPAP polypeptides are indicated with stars next to the appropriate blot. The anti-CPSF100 antibodies consistently recognize two polypeptides, of about 100 and 70 kDa in size. The additional polypeptide seen in the blot shown here is not consistently seen.
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Figure 2.8. Association of PPF-B with a Linker Histone.

(A) Amino acid sequence of Ribosome-Sedimenting Protein (RSP; accession BAA78535), a linker histone that is identical to the major polypeptide present in PPF-B. The two peptides whose sequences were obtained by direct sequencing are underlined.

(B) Alignment of RSP with other plant linker histones. Databases were searched by BLAST and the most significant similarities tabulated among plant species are shown. The similarity of RSP with histone H1s from tomato Lycopersicon esculentum (TomH1; Accession P37218), tobacco Nicotiana tabacum (TobH1; Accession BAA88671.1), pea Pisum sativum (PeaH1; Accession P08283), and Arabidopsis thaliana (AtH1; v P26569) is shown. Homology was determined with ClustalW and the results were formatted using MacBoxshade. Conserved residues are in black boxes with white capital letters, residues of identity are boxed in gray with black capital letters, and other amino acids with black lower case letters.

(C) Co-purification of RSP and PPF-B on DNA-Cellulose. Seventy µl of PPF-B extract was incubated with DNA-cellulose for 30 minutes at room temperature. The DNA-cellulose was pelleted and 40 µl of the supernatant analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie brilliant blue and Silver staining (lane 2). For comparison, 40 µl of untreated PPF-B (lane 1) and the proteins that adhered to the DNA-cellulose were also analyzed (lane 3). The location of RSP is shown to the left of the gel. Untreated and treated PPF-B were also assayed for PAP inhibitory activity using 5 µl of the cpPAP as the PAP source. The results, expressed as percent of PAP activity (compared with the cpPAP control), are shown beneath the gel.
Figure 2.9. Sub-Cellular Localization of RSP with an *Arabidopsis* PAP.

Laser-scanning confocal micrographs showing fluorescence of leaf cells following particle bombardment carrying pGDG or pGDR plasmids expressing the autofluorescent proteins GFP, DsRED, PAP and RSP proteins and their autofluorescent protein fusions. Panels A to L depict micrographs showing expression patterns in selected whole cells. Panels (A) and (B) Co-expression of GFP expressed from pGDG and DsRed expressed from pGDR respectively. Panels (E) and (F) Co-expression of GFP:PAP and DsRed respectively. Panels (I) and (J) Co-expression of GFP:PAP and DsRed:RSP respectively. Panels C, G, and K represent background excitation of chlorophyll. Panel D overlay of images A-C. Panel H overlay of images E-G. Panel L overlay of images I-K. Green and Red channels used as described under Materials and Methods.
Figure 2.10. Pure PPF-B Contains an AMP-Forming Activity.

PAP reactions containing the indicated enzymes were conducted as described in Methods. After stopping each reaction, 1 µl of the aqueous phase of each reaction was analyzed by TLC. The locations of ATP, ADP, AMP, and inorganic phosphate (Pi) are indicated on top. NEB was used as a buffer control. For these reactions, 3 µg of cpPAP and 160 ng of PPF-B were used, as indicated.
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Figure 2.11. AMP-Forming Activity can be Eluted From DNA-Cellulose.

(A) Purification of AMP-forming activity with DNA-cellulose. Seventy µl of PPF-B extract was incubated with DNA-cellulose for 30 minutes at room temperature. The DNA-cellulose was pelleted and supernatant collected. The DNA-cellulose was then incubated with 40 µl of NEB containing 125 mM (lane 4), 250 mM (lane 5), 500 mM (lane 6), 1 M (lane 7), 2 M KCl for 30 minutes at room temperature (see Materials and Methods). Supernatants were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie brilliant blue and Silver staining. For comparison, 40 µl of untreated PPF-B (lane 1) and the proteins that adhered to the DNA-cellulose were also analyzed (lane 3). Lane 9 represents the proteins that adhered to the DNA-cellulose after the NEB-KCl washes. The location of RSP is shown to the right of the gel. Elutions were assayed for PAP inhibitory activity using 5 µl of the cpPAP as the PAP source. The results, expressed as percent of PAP activity (compared with the cpPAP control), are shown beneath the gel. The location of prestained size standards is shown on the left. The lower panel is an enhanced picture of the gel region containing RSP, to help visualize the amounts of RSP present.

(B) NEB-KCl washes [125mM (lane 3), 250 mM (lane 4), 500 mM (lane 5), 1 M (lane 6), 2 M (lane 7)] from A were incubated in PAP reactions containing the indicated enzymes as described in Methods. Untreated (lane 1) and treated (lane 2) PPF-B were also assayed with 3 µg of cpPAP (lane 9). After stopping each reaction, 1 µl of the aqueous phase of each reaction was analyzed by TLC. The locations of ATP, ADP, AMP, and inorganic phosphate (Pi) are indicated on top. NEB was treated with DNA-cellulose and incubated with PAP (lane 8). NEB was also used as a buffer control (lane 10).
Figure 2.12. *Arabidopsis* PAPs Contain Potential Sites for Sumolation.

Sequence alignment of nuclear *Arabidopsis* PAPs regions that contain potential sumolation sites; AtPAPI (At1g17980; aa 386-413), AtPAPII (At2g25850; aa 393-421), AtPAPIII (At3g06560; aa 338-363), AtPAPIV (At4g32850; aa 395-423) (Addepalli et al., 2004). Homology was determined with ClustalW and the results were formatted using MacBoxshade. Amino acids that are identical in all four are shaded black, with white lettering. Positions that are similar are shaded gray, with white lettering. Black bars above and below the sequence represent the potential sumolation sites.
CHAPTER THREE

Characterization of *Arabidopsis* Genes Encoding Fip1 Homologs
INTRODUCTION

Compared to other eukaryotic systems, nuclear RNA metabolism in plants is poorly understood. This is especially true for mRNA 3'end formation and polyadenylation. Thus, while a good understanding of the RNA sequence requirements for mRNA 3'end formation has been obtained (Rothnie, 1996; Li and Hunt, 1997; Graber et al., 1999a), little is known about the factors that recognize plant polyadenylation signals or polyadenylate mRNAs in plants. Plant genomes possess genes encoding probable homologs of most of the polyadenylation factor subunits that have been identified in mammalian and yeast (Q.Q Li and A.G. Hunt, unpublished observations), but the functioning of most of these in the process of mRNA 3'end formation in plants remains to be demonstrated or understood.

In mammals and yeast, Fip1 appears to be an important bridge between several polyadenylation factors. Fip1p interacts with PAP, Yhh1p, Yth1p, Pfs2p, and RNA14 in yeast (Preker et al., 1995). Fip1p is the only polyadenylation factor subunit known to date to interact directly with PAP. The human homolog, hFip1, interacts with PAP, CPSF30, CPSF160, and CstF77 (the mammalian counterparts of Yth1p, Yhh1p, RNA14 respectively) and has been recently recognized as an integral subunit of CPSF (Kaufmann et al., 2004). The yeast and human Fip1 proteins have different structural make-ups and biochemical properties. The yeast protein (Fip1p) lacks an RNA-binding domain and inhibits the non-specific activity of PAP (the ability to extend any RNA template lacking a polyadenylation signal), while the human Fip1 can bind RNA and stimulates PAP activity. In both systems, Fip1 is a possible bridging factor, providing links between PAP, RNA, and other multi-subunit complexes. These links serve to promote PAP activity via some sort of tethering function to the RNA substrate. Since we have identified a novel factor from pea nuclear extracts that inhibits the non-specific activity of PAP, PPF-B, we set out to identify genes from Arabidopsis that encode a Fip1 homolog.

In this chapter, we present the characterization of Arabidopsis Fip1 homologs encoding genes on chromosome III (AtFip1-III) and V (AtFip1-V). We find that AtFip1-V is related to hFip1 by way of protein sequence motifs and AtFip1-III appears to be divergent from other Fip1 homologs. AtFip1-V contains domains that stimulate the non-
specific activity of at least one *Arabidopsis* nuclear PAP, bind RNA, and interact with other cleavage and polyadenylation homologs from *Arabidopsis*. The abilities of AtFip1-V to bind RNA and stimulate PAP activity, along with the interactions with AtCstF77 and AtCPSF30, are properties that AtFip1-V shares with its human counterpart. Taken together, these results suggest that AtFip1-V may coordinate several polyadenylation factor subunits and may play a role in regulating the activity of PAP in plants.
RESULTS

Identification and Characterization of Possible Arabidopsis Fip1 Genes

Database searches of the Arabidopsis genome using the human Fip1 (hFip1) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae Fip1p (ScFip1p) protein as search queries, revealed two potential Fip1 genes, residing on chromosomes III and V (gene designations: At3g66652 and At5g58040 respectively). At the time, no EST data was available for either gene in the databases. Therefore, cDNA sequences encompassing the predicted coding regions were generated by RT/PCR (using total RNA as a template for reverse transcription) and PCR (using cDNA libraries) with specific oligonucleotide primers (see Materials and Methods) and sequencing. A cDNA of 3588 bp, all coding region, was obtained for chromosome V Fip1 (AtFip1-V) that encodes a protein of 1196 amino acids (Figure 3.1A) with a predicted molecular weight of 133 kDa. A partial cDNA of 1980 bp of the predicted 2943 bp coding region derived from chromosome III Fip1 (AtFip1-III) was obtained. This partial clone lacks 963 bp of the predicted 3′-end of the coding region. RT/PCR with specific primers for the 3′-end generated a fragment which contains predicted introns. This suggests genomic DNA contamination, but the first strand cDNA was generated from total RNA. Thus, the 3′-end of the chromosome III Fip1 gene is unknown. The partial cDNA encodes a protein of 660 amino acids (Figure 3.1B) with a predicted molecular weight of 75 kDa.

Human and yeast Fip1 proteins share a similar domain organization representative of an acidic N-terminus, a conserved FIP1 domain followed by a proline-rich domain. The hFip1 also has a C-terminal extension with a domain rich in arginine and aspartate (RD domain), followed by an arginine-rich region, which includes a predicted bipartite nuclear localization signal (Kaufmann et al., 2004). AtFip1 peptide sequences were analyzed by Motif-Scan:PROSITE (Falquet et al., 2002) to identify potential domains. A schematic alignment of the domains identified in these proteins is shown in Figure 3.2A. The hFip1 and ScFip1p domain organization is adapted from Kaufmann et al. (2004). As seen with other eukaryotic Fip1 homologs, AtFip1-III and V contain an acidic N-terminus and the conserved FIP1 domain. AtFip1-V also contains a C-terminal arginine-rich domain with two predicted bipartite nuclear localization signals, and an N-
terminal glycine-rich region not seen in the hFip1 and ScFip1p. This architecture suggests that AtFip1-V is related to hFip1. In contrast, AtFip1-III seems to be more divergent from other Fip1 homologs based on. Although, the C-terminus of AtFip1-III has not been determined, it may be more like other Fip1s.

In our database searches for the Arabidopsis Fip1 genes, the highly conserved FIP1 domain was the only domain identified in both genes. The Fip1 domain is approximately 70 amino acids in length. Multiple sequence alignments of the Fip1 domain from the two AtFip1 proteins, the human Fip1 and the yeast Fip1p showed a high degree of conservation (Figure 3.2B). AtFip1-V had about 26%, 38%, 41% identity and 40%, 56%, 50% similarity to hFip1, ScFip1p, and AtFip1-III, respectively. AtFip-III is 23%, 34% identitical and 38%, 40% similar to hFip1 and ScFip1p, respectively. The human and yeast Fip1 domains have 40% identity and 53% similarity.

To determine the expression profiles of AtFip1-V and AtFip1-III, total RNA was isolated from four different tissues of Arabidopsis: flower, leaves, stems and roots. cDNA was generated from this RNA by RT using oligo-d(T) and PCR was performed with gene-specific primers spanning a region including introns. PCR products of the predicted spliced gene fragments were observed in all four tissues for chromosome III and V AtFip1 (Figure 3.3). Analysis of public micro-array data using GENEVESTIGATOR (Zimmermann et al., 2004), verifies expression of AtFip1-V and AtFip1-III in all four tissues used in the above experiment (data not shown). The public micro-array data compiled at GENEVESTIGATOR also indicates that chromosome V Fip1 is expressed at higher levels than chromosome III Fip1 in different organs or tissues (data not shown). In either case, these results suggest that both AtFip1 genes are universally expressed in the four Arabidopsis tissues.

In comparison to AtFip1-III, AtFip1-V has moderately higher identity and similarity scores, contains more structurally related peptide domains found in Fip1 homologs, a clone of the full-length coding region available, and is expressed at higher levels in the plant. Therefore, the AtFip1-V gene was selected for further characterization.
Polypeptides Related to AtFip1 are Present in Pea Nuclear and Arabidopsis Extracts

The predicted product of the AtFip1-V gene is predicted to be nuclear localized. To test this hypothesis, pea nuclear extracts and Arabidopsis extracts were probed with antibodies raised against the N-terminal 137 amino acids of the AtFip1-V protein. These antibodies were generated with a GST-tagged fusion protein and therefore the antibodies were pre-incubated with GST to reduce background. These antibodies consistently recognize two polypeptides in pea nuclear extracts and multiple polypeptides in Arabidopsis extracts (Figure 3.4). Importantly, these polypeptides are not recognized when the antibody is pre-incubated with GST-Fip1 fusion proteins. Therefore, this suggests that these polypeptides are authentic and contain at least part of the first 137 amino acids of AtFip1-V. At this time, probing of Arabidopsis nuclear extracts is limited, due to low amounts of total protein extracted from Arabidopsis nuclei. In any case, these results support the hypothesis that the products of the AtFip1-V encoding gene are present in the nuclei of plants.

Interactions Between AtFip1-V and Other Arabidopsis Cleavage and Polyadenylation Homologs in Yeast

In the human and yeast cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus, Fip1 is an important bridge between many factors (see introduction). With the use of a yeast two-hybrid system, we tested AtFip1-V for protein-protein interactions with other plant cleavage and polyadenylation homologs. The full-length cDNA of AtFip1-V was split into two fragments and fused to the activation domain (AD). These cDNA fragments, FipN and FipC, span amino acids 1-137 and 407-1192 respectively. Arabidopsis thaliana (At) homologs to the mammalian CstF (50, 64 and 77) and CPSF (30, 73, 100, and 160) subunits and the yeast Pfs2 were fused to the DNA binding domain (BD) and then introduced into the yeast strain PJ69-4 with FipN or FipC AD fusions. As seen in figure 3.5, transformants from most of these fusion genes with empty BD or AD vector did not grow on selection plates minus adenine, indicating no self-activation. Growth on selection plates minus adenine was observed with the BD-AtCPSF30/empty-AD transformant, suggesting self-activation activity of AtCPSF30. Thereafter, AtFip1-V (FipN) and AtCPSF30 were fused to BD and AD respectively and retested. In addition,
an *Arabidopsis* PAP gene AtPAPIV, which is a nuclear poly(A) polymerase located on chromosome IV, was also tested with FipN in the experiment.

As summarized in figure 3.5, FipN showed interactions with AtCstF77, AtCPSF30 and AtPAPIV. No interactions were detected with FipN and the other *Arabidopsis* homologs. The FipC region of the AtFip1-V protein appears to not interact with the above mentioned *Arabidopsis* homologs, thus suggesting a different function other than protein-protein interactions. However, we cannot rule out further interactions, possibly involving other *Arabidopsis* cleavage and polyadenylation homologs or the full length AtFip1 protein.

**Effects of AtFip1-V on PAP Activity**

In eukaryotes, PAP functions in the cleavage and polyadenylation complex with other proteins to specifically polyadenylate cleaved mRNA precursor. This activity is referred to as specific PAP activity. PAP enzymatic activity can be studied independently of its association with other factors, due to the ability to extend any RNA template, an activity known as non-specific PAP activity. Mammalian and yeast PAP proteins both have very diverse non-specific activities. The activity of the mammalian PAP is low and distributive due to its weak and non-specific binding to RNA (Wahle, 1991). Yeast PAP has a high affinity for and rapidly elongates non-specific RNA, in a processive manner (Zhelkovsky et al., 1998).

In yeast the only protein known to date to interact with PAP directly is Fip1p (Preker et al., 1995). In contrast to yeast Pap1, mammalian PAP interacts with CPSF160 and the recently identified human homolog to the ScFip1p, hFip1 (Kaufmann et al., 2004). Both Fip1 proteins have been shown to affect PAP activity. ScFip1p inhibits PAP activity by shifting it from a processive to a distributive enzyme. In contrast, the hFip1 stimulates the non-specific activity of PAP.

From the interaction studies, AtFip1-V interacted with AtPAPIV by way of the FipN fragment. Recombinant FipN (aa 1-137) was produced and assayed with recombinant AtPAP(IV) (Figure 3.6A). Although recombinant FipN is predicted to be approximately 15 kDa, it resolved in denaturing gels with an apparent molecular weight of 24 kDa. The *Arabidopsis* PAP(IV) polyadenylates the RNA substrate into a large
extension poly(A) product and the quantity of products increase over time, analogous to the processive activity of the yeast PAP (Figure 3.6B). In the presence of FipN, large extension products were observed at earlier time points, when compared to the PAP alone (Figure 3.6A). Moreover, the overall quantities of product were greater at all times in the presence of FipN (3.6 C). This suggests that AtFip1-V contains a domain that stimulates poly(A) synthesis, analogous to hFip1.

**RNA Binding Characterization of AtFip1-V**

The C-terminal arginine-rich domain of hFip1 binds to RNA with a preference for U-rich sequence elements (Kaufmann et al., 2004). Like hFip1, AtFip1-V contains an arginine-rich C-terminus. This prompted us to investigate the RNA binding characteristics of AtFip1. A GST-tagged FipC (GST-FipC; aa 407-1192) recombinant protein was produced and purified (Figure 3.7A). The predicted molecular weight of the GST-FipC fusion is 115 kDa. As seen in Figure 3.7A, GST-FipC made in E. coli generates breakdown products as well as full-length GST-FipC fusions that are recognized by GST anti-serum.

To determine if GST-FipC binds RNA, we generated internally labelled RNAs containing poly(A) signals for this purpose. We used RNA containing the poly(A) signal from the pea rbcS-E9 gene because it contains an FUE, three NUEs, and three sites of cleavage and polyadenylation (Figure 3.8A; Mogen et al., 1992). This RNA contained sequences upstream (-145) and downstream (+81) of the second cleavage and polyadenylation site found in the rbcS-E9 poly(A) signal. The GST-FipC mixture was able to bind RNA containing this poly(A) signal as seen in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) (Figure 3.7B). With EMSAs, the shift of RNA template into a larger complex (bound RNA), based on mobility, suggests RNA-binding. GST purified from E. coli had no RNA-binding activities as seen in Figure 3.7B.

To further characterize the RNA binding properties of FipC, we performed competition EMSA binding experiments with internally labeled rbcS-E9 and increasing amounts of RNA homopolymers as competitors. Homopolymers were used to determine if FipC has a preference for sequences rich in A, C, G or U. FipC binding of RNAs containing the rbcS-E9 polyadenylation signal was most efficiently competed by poly(G)
(Figure 3.7B). In contrast, poly(A) and poly(C) were less efficient and poly(U) did not compete (Figure 3.7B). The ratio of bound to unbound RNA was plotted against the fold excess amount of each competitor, which further supported these results (Figure 3.7C). Thus, the FipC preparation appears to have a preference for poly(G).

In order to narrow down the RNA binding domain of FipC, GST-FipC was purified with poly(G) agarose. Moderate amounts of the full-length fusion protein were produced, as well as some breakdown products (Figure 3.7A). Three of these GST-FipC proteins were pulled down when incubated with poly(G) agarose (Figure 3.7A). The extent of FipC present in the proteins was estimated by comparison with size standards. All three of these fusion proteins contain the bulk of the arginine–rich domain. Therefore, the RNA binding domain of AtFip1-V is within the arginine-rich C-terminus.

Further EMSA competition experiments were performed to determine the binding site preference within the rbcS-E9 polyadenylation signal. For this, yeast tRNA and different RNAs derived from the rbcS-E9 (Mogen et al., 1992) and cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) polyadenylation signals (Mogen et al., 1990) were used as competitors (Figure 3.8A). CaMV poly(A) signal also contains an FUE, NUE (AAUAAA) and a cleavage and polyadenylation site. As seen in Figure 3.8B, the wild type rbcS-E9 that contains sequences +81 (81 bases) downstream of the second polyadenylation site was the only RNA that could reduce RNA binding. This suggests sequences found from +6 to +81 in the rbcS-E9 3′ region, are bound by FipC. RNAs that end at +6 and +81 in the rbcS-E9 were used in increasing amounts as competitors to determine this. Excess RNA containing +6 to +81 sequences efficiently competed for FipC RNA binding (Figure 3.8C). The ratio of bound to unbound RNA was plotted against the fold excess amount of each competitor, which further supported these results (Figure 3.7C). In addition, the plot suggests that RNAs with just sequences +6 downstream of the second polyadenylation site could compete but not to the same degree as RNAs ending at +81 of the RNA (Figure 3.8C). Since +81 RNA contains three cleavage sites while +6 contains one, this result suggests that AtFip1-V may have a preference for cleavage and polyadenylation sites found in plant genes.

Finally, further EMSA experiments were performed with GST-FipC and RNA containing the rbcS-E9 polyadenylation signal (-145 to +81) to determine RNA affinity
for FipC. As seen in Figure 3.9A, as we dilute GST-FipC (from 2.14 M to 30nM), the amount of complex formed (bound RNA), decreases. The ratio of bound to unbound RNA was plotted against the molar amount of protein used in each experiment (Figure 3.9B). In this experiment we were not able to reach saturation. For this, we roughly estimated the apparent $K_D$ values for FipC to be $>1\mM$. Kaufmann et al. (2004) have reported that the hFip1 has an apparent $K_D$ value of 2-4nM. This is significantly higher than FipC, and suggests that FipC has a low affinity for RNA.
DISCUSSION

Fip1 is an interesting subunit of the cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus and genes encoding predicted Fip1 subunits can be found in the genomic databases of several eukaryotes. Fip1 is considered an important subunit involved in cleavage and polyadenylation since it serves at least two functions, one being the bridge between subunits within the polyadenylation complex, and second regulating the activity of PAP. We have identified two Arabidopsis Fip1 homologs encoded by genes residing on chromosomes III (AtFip1-III) and V (AtFip1-V). These genes are universally expressed in different organs and tissues. AtFip1-V, which can be detected in nuclear extracts, interacts with AtPAPIV, AtCstF77, and AtCPSF30 and stimulates non-specific polyadenylation by PAP. AtFip1-V also binds preferentially to poly(G) as well as RNAs that possess polyadenylation signals.

The human and yeast Fip1s share protein-protein interactions with three other subunits besides PAP; CPSF160/Yhh1p, CPSF30/Yth1p, and CstF77/RNA14. In addition, the yeast protein interacts with Pfs2p. The yeast two-hybrid interactions reported here show that the N-terminus of AtFip1-V (FipN; aa 1-137) interacts with the Arabidopsis homologs of CstF77, CPSF30 and PAPIV. This suggests a conservation of these protein-protein interactions in eukaryotes. FipN has also been shown to interact by yeast two-hybrid and in vitro pull-down assays with the Arabidopsis homologs of CFI-25 and PABN1 (Balasubrahmanyam Addepalli; personal communication). The interactions with PABN1 and CFI-25 have not been reported in other systems, and may reflect a unique aspect of the plant polyadenylation machinery. AtCstF77 has also been shown to interact with AtCstF64 (Kevin Forbes and Arthur Hunt, unpublished observations; Yao et al., 2002). Therefore, this suggests a strong linkage of AtFip1-V to the plant cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus and suggests that AtFip1-V coordinates a number of polyadenylation factor subunits.

Stimulation of PAP activity by Fip1 has been reported with the human Fip1. This stimulation is dependent on the C-terminus of hFip1 that binds a U-rich sequence element. Therefore, hFip1 mediated stimulation of PAP may result from tethering PAP to the RNA. However, we have seen that an N-terminal domain of AtFip1-V (FipN), which
lacks the RNA binding domain, stimulates PAP activity. This suggests that AtFip1-V may be involved in at least the poly(A) synthesis step and does not require the RNA-binding domain.

The C-terminus of AtFip1-V has not been reported to interact with other polyadenylation factor subunits. This suggests that it functions specifically in RNA binding. While the subunits of the mammalian and yeast polyadenylation complexes that bind polyadenylation signals have been identified, there have been no reports of an *Arabidopsis* protein binding to specific polyadenylation signals. Plant genes possess polyadenylation signals that are distinctly different from their mammalian and yeast counterparts and consist of three different classes of *cis* elements: NUEs, FUEs, and cleavage and polyadenylation sites themselves (Hunt, 1994; Rothnie, 1996; Graber et al., 1999a). AtFip1-V preferentially binds poly(G) and RNA containing sequences +6 to +81 of the rbcS-E9 polyadenylation signal. This suggests that sequences +6 to +81 contains a sequence element that AtFip1-V preferentially binds. From this study, we were not able to definitively identify where in these sequences binding occurs. Sequences from +38 to +48 (GUUGUGUGUUG) might be the preferred binding site of AtFip1-V given the affinity for poly(G). RNA containing sequences up to +6 also compete for AtFip1-V RNA-binding, but to a lesser degree. This RNA contains only one cleavage and polyadenylation site and no stretch of G-rich sequences downstream of this site. Therefore, it is possible that AtFip1-V may have a preference for cleavage and polyadenylation sites and not downstream sequences.

The RNA-binding activity of AtFip1-V lies in the arginine-rich C-terminus of the protein. Arginine-rich motifs (ARM) are found in a variety of RNA-binding proteins and often recognize a particular structure rather than a sequence (Burd and Dreyfuss, 1994). Structural elements have also been proposed to be determinants of poly(A) site recognition (Graveley et al., 1996; Klasens et al., 1999; Hans and Alwine, 2000). Accordingly, the RNA target of AtFip1-V could require a specific structure and not a specific sequence. Two human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) proteins that contain ARM’s, Tat and Rev, that are required for HIV replication, have a $K_D$ of 5nM and 1nM respectively (Burd and Dreyfuss, 1994). As previously mentioned, hFip1 has a $K_D$ of 2-4nM. In contrast AtFip1-V, as an ARM containing protein, has a low affinity for RNA.
(\(K_D = >1 \mu M\)). Some other RNA-binding proteins involved in cleavage and polyadenylation have a low affinity for RNA. For example, CstF64 has a reported \(K_D\) of 1.5 \(\mu M\) to 0.1 \(\mu M\), and PABN1 a \(K_D\) of 8 \(\mu M\) to 0.1 \(\mu M\), which is dependent on RNA substrate length (Takagaki and Manley, 1997; Dichtl et al., 2002a; Kuhn et al., 2003).

The site or structure to which AtFip1-V binds may require other subunits to determine specificity. For example, in mammals CPSF confers specificity by binding to the poly(A) signal (AAUAAA) through its 160 kDa subunit CPSF160. The downstream element (G/U) is recognized by CstF through its 64 kDa subunit CstF64 (Beyer et al., 1997; Takagaki and Manley, 1997). Both CPSF and CstF bind RNA weakly, but form a strong cooperative complex when bound together to the same pre-mRNA (Bienroth et al., 1993). Therefore, multiple subunit interactions may confer specificity. Arabidopsis homologs of CstF64, CPSF30, CPSF100, CPSF160, and CFI-25 are potential candidates for binding FUE or NUEs in plant polyadenylation signals. These subunits may determine the specificity of AtFip1-V by direct protein-protein or multiple protein interactions in the complex. Further experiments are required to determine if other Arabidopsis subunits bind RNA and what sequences they preferentially bind.

The Fip1 gene found on chromosome III in Arabidopsis (AtFip1-III) does contain at least the conserved acidic N-terminus and Fip1 domain found in eukaryotic Fip1s. There is no evidence so far of Arabidopsis polyadenylation factors interacting with AtFip1-III. Since it does contain conserved domains that are indicated to be a hub for poly(A) factors, it may function in cleavage and polyadenylation. Further experiments will be needed to determine if AtFip1-III is involved in polyadenylation.

Based on the data described in this chapter, we propose a model for the organization of the plant cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus around Fip1 (Figure 3.10A). This model is based on individual protein-protein interactions between subunits. In Figure 3.10B we propose a model for poly(A) signal recognition by the complex in Figure 3.10A. For simplicity, we have only included potential RNA binding proteins and the subunits that may link them together. Further analysis of protein-protein interactions with multiple subunits (more than two) will be required to determine if all these interactions occur simultaneously.
To summarize, the studies described in this chapter showed that several homologs to mammalian and yeast polyadenylation subunits have been identified in *Arabidopsis*. The *Arabidopsis* Fip1 subunit has analogous functions to those found with the human Fip1 and yeast Fip1p. Further characterization of AtFip1 should allow us to better understand the mechanism by which PAP activity is regulated, and how it functions in mRNA 3'end formation in plants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials

*Arabidopsis thaliana* seed was obtained from Lehle Seeds. Seed were germinated and plants cultivated in the greenhouse for 3-4 weeks. Plants were harvested before as well as after the flowering stage. Leaves, stems and flowers were used for total RNA isolation (see below). Root material was gathered from seedlings that were grown in liquid culture under lights with shaking. 50 ml of germination media (500mg Sucrose, 215.5mg Murashige and Skoog Basal Medium (Sigma), 25mg MES) was inoculated with 30-40 sterilized seeds and grown for 2-3 weeks at room temperature under 12 hour lights.

RNA Isolation from Arabidopsis and Generation of First Strand cDNAs

Total RNA was isolated from *Arabidopsis* leaves using either an SV Total RNA Isolation Kit (Promega), RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen), or Trizol (Invitrogen), per the manufactures instructions. Reverse transcription experiments were conducted using the total RNA, oligo-dT and Superscript RT II (Invitrogen), oligo-dT with the ProSTAR Ultra HF RT-PCR system (Stratagene) or random primers using a RETROscript First Strand Synthesis Kit (Ambion).

Isolation and Characterization of Arabidopsis Fip1 cDNAs

cDNAs derived from Fip1-encoding mRNAs were isolated from a number of sources by PCR and RT/PCR. Potential Fip1-encoding genes were identified in the *Arabidopsis* genome ([http://www.arabidopsis.org/home.html](http://www.arabidopsis.org/home.html)), with TBLASTN and BLASTP using the human and yeast Fip1 amino acids sequences as search queries. Based on the results, primers were designed to amplify the cDNA coding regions of AtFip1-III and V listed in Table I. AtFip1-III primers 5’FL/3’INT2 and 5’INT/3’FL were used in a continuous (1-step) reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) reaction. The reaction mixture contained: 350 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 250 mM KCl, 2.5 mM DTT, 6mM MgSO₄, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), 30 U RNase inhibitor (Eppendorf), 100 U SuperScript RT II (Invitrogen), 1 U Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), 100 ng of each primer, and 200 ng *Arabidopsis* RNA. PCR reactions were
run at 55°C for 30 min, 95°C for 2 min, then 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 45 s, 
72°C for 90s, and one step at 72°C for 7 min. RT-PCR products of expected sizes (1970 
bp and 1295 base pairs) were subcloned into the EcoRV site of pGEM-T Easy 
(Promega), per manufacture instructions, clones were sequenced using the listed primers 
and T7 and SP6 primers (). DNA sequencing was done by automated sequencing (Perkin 
& Elmer, ABI Prism 310 Genetic Analyzer) using a BigDye Terminator Cycle 
Sequencing Ready Reaction kit (ABI prism).

Primer sets for AtFip1-V (5´FL/3´INT, 5´INT/3´INT1, 5´INT1/3´FL) were used 
in PCR reactions with first strand cDNA or with a 3-6 kb cDNA expression library for 
Arabidopsis (CD4-16; ABRC-DNA Stock Center; (Kieber et al., 1993) as templates. PCR 
reactions contained a final concentration of 1X PCR buffer (Invitrogen), 5mM MgCl₂, 
125μM dNTPs, and 1U of Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), with 100 ng of each 
primer and template. PCR reactions were run at 95°C for 2 min, then 35 cycles of 95°C 
for 30 s, 55°C for 60 s, 72°C for 90s, and one step at 72°C for 7 min. PCR products 
of expected size (1478bp, 1460bp, and 899bp) were subcloned into pGEM-T Easy vector 
and sequenced as described above. These three pGEM clones represent the 5¢-end (N; 
bases 1-1478), middle region (M; bases 1220-2692) and 3¢-end (C; bases 2672-3588) of 
the full-length coding region, respectively. All three clones are in the 5¢ to 3¢ direction 
from the T7 promoter in the vector. The pGEM-N and pGEM-M clones were digested 
with AvaI and NsiI (American Allied Biochemical; AAB). All further digests were 
performed with AAB restriction enzymes. The resulting fragments M fragment (approx. 
1200 bp) was ligated into pGEM-N with T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen). This clone pGEM- 
N+M (bases 1–2692) and the pGEM-C clone (bases 2672-3588) were transformed into a 
dam-/dcm- strain of E. coli (Strain ER2925-New England Biolabs; NEB) to eliminate 
DNA methylation of a Clai restriction site in both clones. Plasmid DNA was purified and 
digested with NcoI and Clai. The resulting N+M fragment (2672 bp) was ligated into 
pGEM-C. The resulting clone yields a full-length protein coding region of 3588 bp, 
termed pGEM-AtFip1-V(FL). One clone was isolated for the very 5¢-end of AtFip1-V (N) 
that contained a premature stop codon. This recombinant can only encode amino 
acids 1-137. This recombinant interacted with other subunits and was used for subsequent characterizations.
For expression analysis of AtFip1 genes in different *Arabidopsis* tissues, PCR amplification was done with 1.5 μl of first strand cDNA (ProSTAR; Stratagene) added to 100ng of each primer, 0.8M dNTPs, 5.0 μl Ultra HF PCR buffer (Stratagene), and 2.5 units of Pfu Turbo DNA Polymerase (Stratagene) in a 50 μl reaction. Primers used for AtFip1-III and AtFip1-V amplification were 5′FL/3′INT and 5′INT/3′INT2 respectively.

**Cloning of Arabidopsis Cleavage and Polyadenylation Homologs cDNAs**

Database searches of the *Arabidopsis* genome with the yeast Pfs2 and human CstF 50, 64 and 77 as search queries using TBLASTN and BLASTP at the previously mentioned web pages, identified potential homologs to each subunit. Based on the sequence information, primers were designed to amplify the cDNA coding regions of these genes using primers listed in Table I. All of the following clones were generated by PCR under the same reaction conditions used for AtFip1-V.

For the cloning of the *Arabidopsis* Pfs2 homolog, AtPfs2 primer sets of 5′FL/3′INT and 5′INT/3′FL were used in a PCR reaction with first strand cDNA as template. PCR products of approx. sizes (1212bp and 897bp) were subcloned into pGEM-T Easy vector and sequenced as mentioned above. Both clones were in the 5′ to 3′ direction from the T7 promoter in the vector. Both clones were then digested with EcoRV. The pGEM-1212 and pGEM-897 clones were further digested with Sall and EcoRI, respectively, generating a fragment from pGEM-897 of approx. 900bp. The fragments were then treated with DNA Polymerase I, Large (Klenow) Fragment (Invitrogen) and purified. The 900bp fragment was ligated into pGEM-1212 and digested again with Sall. The resulting clone represents a protein-coding region that is 1945bp.

For the cloning of the *Arabidopsis* CstF50 homolog, AtCstF50 primers 5′FL/3′INT were used in a PCR reaction with first strand cDNA as template. A PCR product of expected size (1190 bp) was subcloned into pGEM-T easy vector and sequenced as mentioned above. This clone is base 1 to 1190 of the predicted 1290bp coding region. The 3′ end was amplified in a continuous (1-step) reverse transcriptase RCR (RT-PCR) reaction as mentioned above using primers 5′INT/3′FL. A RT-PCR product of expected size (685 bp) was digested with BglII and EcoRI and then subcloned into BamHI and EcoRI digested pBLUESCRIPT-(KS) (Stratagene) using T4 DNA ligase.
(Invitrogen) and resulting clone sequenced. The pGEM clone was then digested with SpeI and NotI restriction enzymes and the resulting fragment (approx. 1200 bp) from the digest was ligated into the pBLUE clone that had also been digested with SpeI and NotI. The resulting clone was then digested with BamHI and then religated together to yield a full-length protein coding region of 1290 bp.

For the cloning of the *Arabidopsis* CstF64 homolog, AtCstF64 primers 5¢FL/3¢FL were used in a PCR reaction with a 2-3 kb cDNA expression library for Arabidopsis (CD4-15; ABRC-DNA Stock Center; (Kieber et al., 1993) as template. The resulting PCR product of expected size (1386 bp) was subcloned into pGEM-T Easy vector and sequenced as previously mentioned above. This represents the full-length protein coding region of the cDNA for AtCstF64.

For the cloning of the *Arabidopsis* CstF77 homolog, AtCstF77 primers 5¢FL/3¢FL were used in a PCR reaction with first strand cDNA as template. PCR product of expected size (2320 bp) was subcloned into pGEM-T Easy vector and sequenced as previously mentioned above. This represents the full-length protein coding region of the cDNA for AtCstF77.

A cDNA for an *Arabidopsis* PAP from chromosome IV was also generated. The protein coding region was amplified and cloned into three different fragments, the NTD which spans bases 1 to 910, MR that spans bases 390 to 1500, and CTD which spans bases 1440 to 2403. Clones of MR and CTD fragments were gifts in the form of pGEM-T Easy vector clones from Lisa Meeks. The NTD fragment was amplified from first strand cDNA using AtPAPIV primers 5¢FL/3¢INT in a PCR reaction. PCR product of expected size (910 bp) was subcloned into SmaI digested pBLUESCRIPT-(KS) and sequenced. pBLUE-NTD (pB-N) and pGEM-MR clones were then digested with NheI and NotI restriction enzymes. A fragment of approx. 1 kb from pGEM-MR was ligated into the pB-N clone. The resulting pB-N-MR clone and pGEM-CTD were then digested with StuI and NotI restriction enzymes. A fragment of approx. 900 bp from the pGEM-CTD digest was then ligated into pB-N-MR yielding a full-length clone of 2403 bp.
Yeast Two-hybrid Assay

A Gal4-based two-hybrid system was used as described previously (James et al., 1996). The yeast strain used was PJ69-4 (MATa, ade2, trp1::901, leu2-3, 112, his3-200, gal4901, leu2-3, 112, his3-200, gal4 [ ], gal80 [ ], ura3-52, met2::GAL7-lacZ, ADE2::Gal2-ADE2, LYS2::GAL1-HIS3) and the expression vectors were pGAD-C(1) and pGBD-C(1) for activation domain (AD) and binding domain (BD), respectively.

AtFip1-V and the previously mentioned Arabidopsis polyadenylation homologs were cloned into AD and BD expression vectors using Gateway cloning technology (Invitrogen). For this, the entire coding sequences of AtPfs2, AtCStf50, AtCstF64, AtCstf77 and AtPAPIV were amplified by PCR using 5¢GW/3¢GW primers listed in Table I. PCR products were mobilized into pDONR 201 vector to generate Entry clones by a recombination reaction via BP clonase (Invitrogen) per manufacture instructions. Also, an EST for AtCstf77 (EST Id: 297902; bases 1290-2320, aa 491-793) was amplified with 5¢GW1/3¢GW primers and an entry clone generated as described above. The AtFip1-V gene was also amplified with 5¢GW/3¢GW and 5¢GW1/3¢GW1 primers to generate two entry clones that span amino acids 1-137 (FipN) and 407-1192 (FipC) respectively. The yeast expression vectors, pGAD-C(1) and pGBD-C(1), were converted to Gateway compatible vectors (provided by Lisa Meeks and Dr. A.G. Hunt). The entry clones were then subcloned into the converted pGAD-C(1) and pGBD-C(1) vectors by a recombination reaction using LR clonase (Invitrogen). The resulting expression clones were sequenced to ensure that the gene fusions were in correct reading frame. The pGAD-C(1) and pGBD-C(1) clones of AtCPSF factors used in this experiment were supplied from Drs. Ruqiang Xu and Qingshun Quinn Li (Miami University, Oxford, OH).

Yeast cells were transformed with plasmid DNA using the PEG/Li Acetate method (Gietz et al., 1992). Two-hybrid analysis was carried out by plating yeast transformants on defined media containing sucrose as a carbon source, and lacking the nutritional supplements suited for selection of transformants (leucine and tryptophan) and for identification of interactions (adenine).
Production of Recombinant Proteins

The coding region of AtFip1-V (FipFL) was amplified by PCR using 5\textsuperscript{‘}GW/3\textsuperscript{‘}GW1 primers in Table I and subcloned into a series of Gateway vectors. As mentioned previously, the PCR fragment was subcloned into pDONR 201 to generate an entry clone and then into pDEST-17 (Invitrogen) using Gateway recombination technology. The AtPAPIV and AtFip1-V-FipFL (which is actually FipN) entry clones were also subcloned into pDEST-17. pDEST-17 is used to generate an N-terminal 6X-His-tagged fusion protein. The resulting recombinant plasmids were introduced into Rosetta(D3) cells (Novagen) for the production of protein.

Extracts containing the appropriate fusion protein were prepared after induction of Rosetta(D3) cells (Novagen) containing recombinant pDEST-17 constructs. Briefly, an overnight 10 ml culture of LB(+) (LB plus 100\(\mu\)g/ml ampicillin and 25\(\mu\)g/ml chloramphenicol) was used to inoculate 200 ml of LB(+) media and cells were grown at 37°C until an OD\textsubscript{600} of 1.0 to 1.2. Expression of the fusion protein genes was then induced by addition of 200 \(\mu\)l 1 M IPTG. After an additional growth of 2 hours at 37°C, cells were harvested and resuspended in 5 ml of binding buffer (20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9; 500mM NaCl, and 5mM imidazole). Cells were disrupted by sonication (3 bursts, 30 s each), debris was removed by centrifugation, and lysates passed through a nitrocellulose filter (0.45\(\mu\)m pore size). The filtrate was then loaded onto a His-Bind resin column (Novagen) equilibrated with binding buffer. The matrix was washed with binding buffer containing 40 mM imidazole. Histidine-tagged proteins were then eluted with binding buffer containing 125mM imidazole. The eluted proteins were dialyzed against NEB (40 mM KCl, 25 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.9, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, and 10% glycerol). Protein quantities were estimated by 10% SDS-PAGE and staining with Coomassie brilliant blue using bovine serum albumin as a standard.

The first 483 amino acids of the N-terminus of AtFip1-V (FipN; actually amino acids 1-137) and amino acids 407-1196 (FipC), were subcloned into pDEST-15 by recombination using GATEWAY technology. pDEST-15 is used to generate a N-terminal GST-tagged fusion protein. These recombinant plasmids were introduced into BL21-SI cells (Invitrogen) for production of protein.

Overnight cultures (10 ml LB media plus ampicillin; LB+A) of BL21-SI cells
containing recombinant pDEST-15 plasmids was used to inoculate 200 ml of LB+A media and cells were grown at 37°C until an OD\textsubscript{600} of 0.8. Expression of the fusion protein genes was then induced by addition of NaCl to a final concentration of 0.3 M. After an additional growth of 3 hours at 37°C, cells were harvested and resuspended in 5 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF). Cells were disrupted by sonication (3 bursts, 30 s each) and debris was removed by centrifugation. For subsequent stages, lysates were kept on ice. The lysate was then incubated for 1 hour with Glutathione-Sepharose beads equilibrated with lysis buffer with gentle agitation. After incubation, the glutathione-sepharose beads were pelleted by brief centrifugation, and washed twice with lysis buffer containing 2 M NaCl and finally two more times with lysis buffer alone. Proteins bound to the beads were eluted with glutathione elution buffer (20 mM reduced glutathione, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and then dialyzed overnight with NEB.

FipC was further purified with poly(G) agarose. One hundred [g of poly(G) agarose (Sigma) was washed three times with NEB and briefly pelleted by centrifugation. The pellet was then incubated with approximately 32 [g of FipC at 30°C for twenty minutes. The agarose was then briefly pelleted and washed three times with NEB. Thirty [l of SDS-sample buffer was added to the agarose, boiled for ten minutes, and then briefly pelleted. Twenty [l of the sample was separated by SDS-PAGE.

Antibodies and Immunoblotting

Fip1 polyclonal antibody was prepared against GST-FipN fusion protein. At least 1 mg of fusion protein was sent to Cocalico Biologics, Inc. to inject rabbits and collect bleeds. Protein concentration was determined using the Bradford reagent (Bio-Rad Laboratories). In short, two rabbits (UKY 50 and UKY 51) were injected with antigen (GST-FipN). Each rabbit was given three booster injections at day 14, 21, and 49. FipN-specific antibodies were purified using an affinity-purification procedure as described (Sambrook et al., 1989). Briefly, antigen (GST-FipN) was resolved by 10 % SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose (Millipore), GST-FipN strips incubated with bleeds, and then specific antibodies eluted off of nitrocellulose strips.
For immunoblots, proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane using a Trans-Blot Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories) following the manufactures recommendations. Filters were washed and probed with antibodies at dilutions of 1/2000 unless otherwise noted. Anti-GST alkaline phosphatase conjugated antibody was purchased from Sigma and Anti-His antibody was purchased from Invitrogen.

**Poly(A) polymerase Assay**

Recombinant AtPAPIV and AtFip1 were assayed in NEB at a volume of 30 µl, plus 4 µl of 15 mM MgCl₂ and 6 µl of reaction mix (15 µl polyvinyl alcohol, 15 µl PAP RXN Mix (167 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 267 mM KCL, 0.33 mM EDTA, 3.33 mM DTT, 0.67% nonidet-P40) 6 µl 20 mM ATP, and 60 units of RNase Inhibitor (Eppendorf), final volume 50 µl with NEB). When needed RNA substrate, poly(A) of a length of 14 bases (Dharmacon RNA Technologies), was added as indicated, 10 µCi of [α-P³²]-ATP (3000Ci/mmoll) were added, to give a final ATP concentration of 0.36 mM and 0.69 Ci/nmol. Reactions were incubated at 30°C for the times indicated. Amount of protein and RNA used in each reaction is mentioned in the figure legends. Reactions were terminated by incubating with 2.5 µl of STOP solution (2.5% SDS, 135mM EDTA, 5mg/ml Proteinase K), for 10 min at 37°C. Fifteen µl of Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 was then added to the terminated reaction. Equal volume of Phenol:Chloroform:IAA (AMBIION) was then added and centrifuged for 5 min. The aqueous phase was then precipitated in 340 µl of 100% ethanol with 40 µg glycogen as a bulk carrier at. RNA was pelleted by centrifugation at full speed for 10 min (Eppendorf; Centrifuge Model 5415C). The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and dried under vacuum for 10 min. The pellet was resuspened in 2-4 µl Gel Loading Buffer II (AMBIION) and denatured at 70°C for 10 min and then stored on ice until loading on a gel. Samples were loaded onto a 7.6% Acrylamide; 8.3 M Urea gel cast in 1X TBE. Gels were pre-run at constant current of 15 mAMPs for 45 min. Samples were resolved at a constant current of 15 mAMPs until the dye front reached the bottom of the gel. Gels were transferred to Whatmann paper (Fisher Scientific) and dried under vacuum at 80°C for 2 hours. Dried gels were developed on a storage phosphor screen and visualized by ImageQuant (Amersham Biosciences). With
the use of ImageQuant, the top half of each lane was boxed and analyzed. ImageQuant generates volume values, which we termed arbitrary values, subtracting time zero as background from each value and the results plotted.

**Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays (EMSAs)**

For EMSAs, RNA and proteins were incubated at 30°C for 20 min in NEB supplemented with KCL (final concentration 60 mM) and MgCl₂ (final concentration 1.2 mM). Gel Loading Buffer II (AMBION) diluted in NEB (1:40; GLBII to NEB) was added to the reactions at one tenth the reaction volume. Samples were analyzed on 4% non-denaturing gels (2 g Acrylamide, 0.04 g Bis-Acrylamide, 50 ml 1X TBE, 800 µl 15% APS, 100 µl TEMED). Gels were transferred to Whatmann paper and dried under vacuum at 80°C for 2 hours. Dried gels were developed on a storage phosphor screen and visualized by ImageQuant. Bound and unbound RNA substrate in each lane were boxed and analyzed by ImageQuant. The volume values generated were corrected by subtracting background, and the results were plotted accordingly.

Wild type and mutant derivatives of the rbcS-E9 and CaMV polyadenylation signals were made from pBLUESCRIPT derivatives (Mogen et al., 1990; Mogen et al., 1992). The length and position of the mutant RNAs is described in the text. DNA templates for these wild type and mutant RNAs were used in an in vitro transcription reaction. Uniformally labeled RNA substrates for EMSAs, were generated with T7 RNA polymerase of the AMPLISCRIBE or RIBOSCRIBE transcription kit (Epicentre) with [α-32P]-ATP. Cold competitors were generated with T7 RNA polymerase of the AMPLISCRIBE transcription kit. RNA was quantitated as mentioned previously.

RNA homopolymers (poly(A), poly(C), poly(G), poly(U)) were purchased from Sigma and yeast tRNA from Invitrogen.

**Pea Nuclei Isolation and Nuclear Protein Extraction and Arabidopsis plant extracts**

Pea nuclei and nuclear extracts were prepared as described in chapter 2. Arabidopsis plant material was ground up in liquid nitrogen and then boiled in SDS-Sample buffer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Primer designation</th>
<th>Sequence (5´-3´)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AtFip1-V</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>CCGCATGGAAGGAGGACGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´INT</td>
<td>CCCGGATCCGAAGTTGAGCTGCAAGCAACAGGGCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT</td>
<td>GCCGAATCTCACCAGGCGTTCCATCTCATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT1</td>
<td>CCCGAATTCTGTGACAGTTCCGTCCACCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT2</td>
<td>CTAGTCTGAGATAGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAGCAGGCCTTCCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAGCAGGCCTTCCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW1</td>
<td>GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAGCAGGCCTTCCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW1</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAGTGACTGATGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>ATGGATTCTACTGATGATGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´INT</td>
<td>AAGAGAAGGAGGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT1</td>
<td>TAGCATCTTCTGCTTCTCAGTCTTCCCTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT2</td>
<td>TTAGGTTGACTGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtFip1-III</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>ATGGATTCTACTGATGATGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´INT</td>
<td>AAGAGAAGGAGGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT1</td>
<td>TATGACTTCTTCTTCTCAGTCTTCCCTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT2</td>
<td>TTAGGTTGACTGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtCstF50</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>CCGGAATTCTAGGGAATAGTGAGAAGATGATGAGTTCCGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´INT</td>
<td>CCAGATCTTCTTCTCAGTCTTCTCCTCAAGACCAGCGGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT</td>
<td>GTTATGGTTGAGAAAGCAGACCTTTGGCCACCTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>CCGGAATTCTAAGATCAGGCTTCCACAGAAGACCAGGCGGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtCstF64</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>GGGAGATCGGCATGGCCATGGCTTGCTATGCTATCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>CCAGATCTTCTACGGTGAAGGCTTCATCAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtCstF77</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>ATGGCTGATAAGTACATCGTCGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT</td>
<td>TTCCAGAAAAGTGCTTTCTTCTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAGGCACTGCTACGAGAAAGCTGCAGAGAGGCGGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtPfs2</td>
<td>5´FL</td>
<td>ATGTCGAGCCGGCGGCGAGATATCGCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´INT</td>
<td>AGTTGTTTGGGATCTTCTGAGGCTGAGTCTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´INT</td>
<td>AAGAACATCTGCGGGATTATCGCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>CTACTGATGTTGCTAGTTGTTGTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´GW</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTTGTAACAGAAGAGCTGGGTATCTCAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3´FL</td>
<td>TTAACCTTGGACACCACTTCTCCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table I (continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3’GW</th>
<th>5’FL</th>
<th>3’INT</th>
<th>5’GW</th>
<th>3’GW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AtPfs2</td>
<td>GGGGACACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGTACTACTG</td>
<td>CCGAGATCTATGGTGAGTACTCAAAAAATTTAGGTGCTT</td>
<td>CCGAGATCTACGGTCCCAGAAATCCAAGCTC</td>
<td>GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGGTGTT</td>
<td>GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGTACTACTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(continued)</td>
<td>ATGTTGCTGATTGTT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CTGTTTCGGACTTCCATC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1. Amino acid sequences of *Arabidopsis thaliana* Fip1 proteins.

(A) Amino acid sequence of AtFip1 that resides on chromosome V (AtFip1-V; At5g58040). The conserved Fip1 domain (amino acids 336-398) is framed and predicted bipartite nuclear localization signals (nls) are underlined. Sequence deduced by RT-PCR.

(B) Amino acid sequence of AtFip1 that resides on chromosome III (AtFip1-III; At3g66652). The conserved Fip1 domain (amino acids 140-209) is framed. Sequence deduced by RT-PCR. This sequence represents 67% of the predicted coding region for AtFip1 that resides on chromosome III.
Figure 3.2. Alignment of Peptide Domains Found in Fip1 Proteins.

(A) Schematic alignment of AtFip1-V, AtFip1-III, human Fip1 (H. sapiens; hFip1), and S. cerevisiae Fip1p (Swissprot or Trembl accession numbers: tr|Q9H077 and sp|P45976 respectively). All four were aligned according to the conserved Fip1 domain. The patterns used for acidic, the glycine-rich domain, the conserved Fip1 domain, the proline-rich domain, the mixed charged domain (RD), the predicted bipartite nls, and the arginine-rich regions are depicted on the right. The AtFip1 motifs were determined by PROSITE (Motif-Scan; Falquet et al., 2002) and the hFip1 and ScFip1 were adapted from Kaufmann et al. (2004).

(B) Alignment of the conserved Fip1 domain of the two Arabidopsis Fip1s with the human Fip1 and the yeast Fip1p. Homology was determined with ClustalW and the results were formatted using MacBoxshade. Amino acids that are identical in all four are shaded black, with white lettering. Positions that are similar are shaded gray, with white lettering.
**Figure 3.3.** AtFip1 Genes are Expressed in all *Arabidopsis* Tissues.

**A** Intron-exon maps of the AtFip1 gene that resides on chromosome V and III. Lines represent introns and bold lines indicate exons. Arrows indicate location of oligonucleotide primers used in (B). III is the predicted intron and exon map.

**B** RT-PCR analysis of AtFip1-V expression. RNA isolated from the indicated tissue (labeled above: F-flower, L-leaf, S-stem, R-root) was analyzed by RT-PCR, with primers shown in (A) that flank the last intron of chromosome V Fip1 and the first two introns of chromosome III Fip1. For comparison, primers specific for *Arabidopsis* tubulin gene (At5g62690) were used. When reverse transcriptase was omitted from these reactions, no amplification products were made (data not shown).
Figure 3.4. Polypeptides Related to the *Arabidopsis* Fip1 are Present in Plant Extracts.

Pea nuclear extracts, *Arabidopsis* whole cell (plant), leaf and root extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with anti-AtFip1 (1:2000 dilution). Extracts are listed above each panel. At whole cell extract equals whole plant (all tissues mixed together). Antibodies were pre-incubated with recombinant GST or GST-Fip1 fusion protein, listed below each panel. The location of prestained size standards are shown to the left of the panels.
Table 3.5. Qualitative Interactions Between AtFip1-V and Other Arabidopsis 3'end Processing Homologs in yeast.

Yeast two-hybrid assays of AtFip1-V with Arabidopsis homologs to CstF50 (At5g60940), CstF64 (At1g71800), CstF77C (At1g17760; amino acids 491-793), Pfs2 (At5g13480), CPSF30 (At1g30460), CPSF73(I) (At1g61010), CPSF73(II) (At2g01730), CPSF100 (At5g23880), CPSF 160 (At5g51660), mCFI-25 (At4g29820), PAB2 (At5g51120), and PAP(IV) (At4g32850). Detection of pair-wise protein-protein interactions was determined by growth of the yeast transformed with the indicated plasmids on selection plates, minus adenine: +, growth; - no growth: ND, not determined. Positive (+) for the interaction, means that the number of colonies growing after five days on ALW selective media were between 50 and 200% of those seen on LW media after 3 days. Negative (-) for the interaction, means that the number of colonies growing after
five days on ALW selective media were less than 10% of those seen on LW media after 3 days. Empty vectors were used to rule out self-activation of reporter gene. The AtFip1 fragments used in this experiment are depicted schematically below the full-length protein. FipN spans amino acids 1-137 and FipC amino acids 407–1196. To simplify, the prefix At was omitted.
Figure 3.6. AtFip1 Stimulates the Non-Specific Activity of AtPAP(IV).

(A) Recombinant His6-tagged AtFip1-V (FipN; amino acids 1-137) was separated by SDS-PAGE, stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (lane 1) and probed with anti-His after transfer to nitrocellulose (lane 2). Arrow on the left indicates the recombinant His6-AtFip1-V (FipN). Protein size standards are indicated on the right.

(B) Poly(A), of a length of 14 bases (220pmol), was incubated with 10 pmol of His6-AtPAP(IV) either alone or together with 6 pmol of His6-AtFip1-V (FipN) in PAP assays (see Materials and Methods). At the time points indicated below the panels, reactions were stopped and RNA precipitated (see Materials and Methods). The RNA was analyzed on a denaturing 7.6% polyacrylamide gel and visualized by autoradiography. The poly(A) template is indicated on the left, as well as the approximate location of the 700bp DNA marker.

(C) The autoradiograph was quantitated for the reaction products of the 0, 10, 20, 40, and 60 minute time point for PAP and PAP plus Fip lanes by ImageQuant Software. The results were plotted as arbitrary values against time.
Figure 3.7. The C-terminal Domain of AtFip1 (FipC) Binds RNA.

(A) GST and N-terminal GST-tagged FipC fusion proteins (aa 407–1196) were separated by SDS-PAGE, stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (left panel) and probed with anti-GST after transfer to nitrocellulose (middle panel). GST-FipC was incubated with poly(G) agarose, extensively washed, boiled in SDS-sample buffer, and separated by SDS-PAGE and probed with anti-GST after transfer to nitrocellulose (right panel). Protein size standards are indicated on the left. The schematic on the right represents GST-FipC. The lines indicate approximately how much of FipC these fragments contain.

(B) Ninety-seven ng of RNA substrate (761.9 Ci/nmol) containing the polyadenylation signal of the rbcS-E9 gene (-145 to +81), uniformly labeled, was incubated with GST (4 μg) and GST-FipC (4 μg). The reactions were analyzed on a native 4% polyacrylamide gel (left panels). Competition EMSA experiments with 1.25 μg GST-FipC, 3.92 μg (lanes 3, 8, 13, and 18), 19.6 μg (lanes 4, 9, 14, and 19), or 98 μg (lanes 5, 10, 15, and 20) of competitor RNA (right panels). Lanes 2, 7, 12, and 17
contained no competitor. RNA substrate alone (1.96 µg; 11.2 Ci/nmol; lanes 1, 6, 11, and 16). Bound and unbound RNA substrate is indicated on the left.

(C) Bound and unbound RNA substrate in the autoradiographs were quantitated by ImageQuant Software. The results were plotted as a ratio of bound to unbound RNA substrate against the fold excess (by weight) of competitor RNA.
Figure 3.8. The C-terminal Domain of AtFip1 (FipC) Binds Polyadenylation Sites.

(A) The structure of the polyadenylation signals of the rbcS-E9 gene and cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) and the mutant variants used in competition EMSA experiments in B. The relative positions of far upstream elements (FUEs; solid line), near upstream elements (NUEs; dashed line), and polyadenylation sites (1,2,3). Negative values are nucleotide distances upstream from polyadenylation sites and positive values are distances downstream from polyadenylation sites. All rbcS-E9 signals start –145 upstream from the second polyadenylation site. CaMV polyadenylation signal is not to scale.

(B) Competition EMSA experiments with 4 μg GST-Fip1C (lane 2), and competitor wild type or mutant rbcS-E9 and CaMV RNA at a fifty-fold excess (4.85 μg) as indicated above panel. Lane 1 is RNA alone (97 ng; 761.9 Ci/nmol). The reactions were analyzed on a native 4% polyacrylamide gel. Bound RNA is shown.

(C) Competition EMSA experiments with 1.25 μg GST-Fip1C (lane 2 and 7), incubated with RNA (490ng; 11.2 Ci/nmol; lane 1), and 980ng (lane 3 and 8), 4.9 μg (lane 4 and 9), or 24.5 μg (lane 5 and 10) of the indicated rbcS-E9 RNA as competitor
(above gel). The reactions were analyzed on a native 4% polyacrylamide gel. Bound and unbound RNA substrate is indicated on the left.

(D) Bound and unbound RNA substrate in the autoradiographs were quantitated by ImageQuant Software. The results were plotted as a ratio of bound to unbound RNA substrate against the fold excess (molar) of competitor RNA.
Figure 3.9. The C-terminal Domain of AtFip1 (FipC) has a low Affinity for RNA

(A) RNA substrate (rbcS+81; 1.96\(\text{mg}\); 11.2\(\text{Ci/nmol}\); lane 1) was incubated with 2.14 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 2), 1.07 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 3), 0.54 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 4), 0.27 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 5), 0.13 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 6), 0.07 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 7), 0.03 \(\text{mM}\) (lane 8) of GST-FipC. The reactions were analyzed on a native 4% polyacrylamide gel. Bound and unbound RNA substrate is indicated on the left.
(B) Bound and unbound RNA substrate in the autoradiographs were quantitated by ImageQuant Software. The results were plotted as a ratio of bound to unbound RNA substrate against the protein concentration of GST-FipC.
Figure 3.10. Model for the Organization of the Plant Cleavage and Polyadenylation Apparatus Around Fip1.

(A) Multiple interactions between Fip1 and other components of the polyadenylation machinery. The mapping of protein-protein interactions between the *Arabidopsis* CPSF subunits (in light grey) has also been established and included in this model (Xu et al., manuscript in preparation). AtCstF subunits are dark gray. To simplify, the prefix At was omitted. The rbcS-E9 RNA from –145 to +81 is below the model (see figure 3.8 for description). The white lines indicate the interactions demonstrated in this thesis.

(B) Model of potential RNA-binding proteins in the plant cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus and how they may be linked together by Fip1 and CstF77. CstF77 interactions between CPSF30 and CPSF 160 has been established by Drs. Ruqiang Xu and Qingshun Quinn Li (Miami University, Oxford, OH). Preliminary RNA-binding experiments have suggested CPSF30 binding of FUE (Kim Delaney and Arthur Hunt, unpublished observations).
CHAPTER FOUR

Future Directions
Gene expression in eukaryotes can be regulated at several levels within the cell. The proper processing of precursor mRNAs into mature forms is a conserved regulated step in gene expression. Mature mRNAs are generated from larger precursors generated by RNA Pol II in transcription, and are processed by splicing, 5' capping and 3' polyadenylation. All four of these processes can take place independently in vitro. However, recent discoveries in the field of gene expression indicate that pre-mRNA processing reactions are coupled in vivo (for review see Wahle and Ruegsegger, 1999; Zhao et al., 1999a; Calvo and Manley, 2003). This suggests that defects in polyadenylation may have a profound affect on many of the processing reactions involved in mature mRNA formation.

With the identification and characterization of PPF-B from pea nuclear extracts, presented in chapter 2, we have attempted to conceptually link the regulation of PAP activity to other cellular processes. PPF-B may be involved in any number of cellular processes or may be a link between two different processing reactions. It is premature for us to say that PPF-B is involved in pre-mRNA processing and further experimentation is needed to address this possibility. The question still remains, what is the PAP inhibitory factor in PPF-B extracts? We were able to visualize other polypeptides found in PPF-B extracts stained with Coomassie in SDS-PAGE gels, but have not pursued these as potential targets. There are potentially 10 other polypeptides present in PPF-B extracts besides RSP, which is the major polypeptide (data not shown). Further purification or concentrating methods may allow us to generate enough material for protein identification by Mass Spectrometry or N-terminal sequencing. However, a problem that arises with identifying each of these polypeptides is the lack of genomic sequences available for garden pea Pisium sativum when compared to other plant genomes. A solution to this dilemma would be to attempt the purification of PPF-B from Arabidopsis nuclear extracts. The Arabidopsis genome has been fully sequenced and annotated which would aid in the identification of polypeptides found in Arabidopsis PPF-B extracts, possibly linking one or more of these proteins to inhibition of PAP activity. PPF-B does inhibit a recombinant Arabidopsis PAP suggesting that this activity may be conserved across different plant species. Currently our lab is working out different conditions for
nuclei isolation and protein nuclear extractions from *Arabidopsis*, which hopefully will make the purification of PPF-B from *Arabidopsis* a possibility.

Little is known about the regulation of poly(A) polymerases in plants, except that the genes encoding poly(A) polymerases exhibit novel alternative splicing events which may generate several isoforms of PAP (Addepalli et al., 2004). There is no evidence supporting post-translational modifications of PAPs in plants and what effects this may have on their function. In mammals and yeast, poly(A) polymerases have been reported to be cell cycle regulated by different post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation and ubiquitination (Colgan et al., 1996; Colgan et al., 1998; Mizrahi and Moore, 2000). From our characterization of PPF-B, we have suggested that the AMP-forming activity may be from an Ubiquitin/SUMO (E1)-activating enzyme. Analysis of peptide sequences found in *Arabidopsis* poly(A) polymerase, identified a potential site for SUMO attachment. Several E1, E2-conjugating enzymes, E3-ligases and Ubiquitin/Ubiquitin-like genes have been identified and characterized in *Arabidopsis* (for review see (Bachmair et al., 2001) and SUMO modifying proteins have also been identified (Kurepa et al., 2003). SUMO has been implicated to be essential for cell cycle progression in yeast (Seufert et al., 1995; Johnson and Blobel, 1997; Johnson et al., 1997) and suggested to function in stress protection and/or repair in *Arabidopsis* (Kurepa et al., 2003). Since *Arabidopsis* possesses all the enzymes involved in sumolation, *Arabidopsis* PAPs may be regulated in some way by SUMO attachment. Purification and analysis of *Arabidopsis* PAPs from nuclear extracts may allow us to identify post-translational modifications like sumolation or phosphorylation. The use of recombinant PAPs incubated *in vitro* with plant nuclear extracts may also identify modifications made to the enzyme. In general, this may allow us to identify post-translational modifications of *Arabidopsis* PAPs and determine what effects these modifications have, if any, on the enzymes activity. Further experiments on post-translational modifications of PAPs, as well as other plant cleavage and polyadenylation subunits would shed some light on how the complex is regulated during the cell cycle and under native and stress conditions as well.

There are two Fip1 genes found in the *Arabidopsis* genome, AtFip1-III and AtFip1-V. AtFip1-V appears to be analogous to the human Fip1 (hFip1), based on
protein domain organization, ability to bind RNA and the ability to stimulate non-specific PAP activity. These characterizations have only been done with fragments of the AtFip1-V protein. We plan on generating the full-length protein to test if it exhibits the same properties in vitro as its individual domains. We cannot rule out the possibility that the full-length protein may act differently than the individual domains themselves. While we have identified one domain in AtFip1-V that interacts with PAP, we do not know where AtFip1-V binds to on PAP. With the use of truncated forms of PAP, we should be able to identify the Fip1 interacting domain on PAP by yeast two-hybrid and in vitro pull-down assays. This would allow us to better understand the biochemistry of PAP activity and how Fip1 affects this activity, based on where the PAP-Fip1 interaction is occurring. Once identified, it raises the following question: is this Fip1 interacting domain found in other Arabidopsis PAPs? The characterization of AtFip1-V was only done with one of the four Arabidopsis PAPs. Further experiments will need to be done to identify the Fip1 interacting domain and if Fip1 stimulation of PAP is universal.

Little is known about the function of AtFip1-III, which raises an important question: why does Arabidopsis possess two Fip1 genes? AtFip1-III does contain the conserved acidic N-terminus and Fip1 domain found in eukaryotic Fip1s, but lacks the RNA-binding domain found in the hFip1 and AtFip1-V. Two-hybrid assays will need to be done with AtFip1-III to determine if it interacts with other polyadenylation homologs (as well as what affects it may have on PAP activity in vitro). The Fip1 genes may have evolved separate functions in Arabidopsis one analogous to hFip1 and the other to the yeast Fip1p. Further experiments will need to be done to address the function of both of these genes and if they both are required for cleavage and polyadenylation.

AtFip1-V binds RNA and appears to have a preference for poly(G) and RNAs possessing cleavage and polyadenylation sites found in the pea rbcS-E9 poly(A) signal. At first glance, one interpretation of the homopolymer competition studies is that AtFip1-V binds to the FUE in the plant polyadenylation signal. FUEs have been experimentally determined to be rich in U, G, or UG sequence motifs. However, the competition experiments indicate that RNAs that contain FUEs from two plant polyadenylation signals are no more effective in reducing RNA binding than competitors that lack the FUEs. Poly(G) assumes distinctive structures in solution, raising the possibility that an
RNA structure, rather than specific sequence, may be the target for AtFip1-V binding. There appears to be no obvious G-rich sequence found in the rbcS-E9 poly(A) signal between +6 and +81. This raises the question, does AtFip1 bind structural elements or specific sequences in the poly(A) signal? RNase H footprinting experiments using RNAs generated from the 3'end of the pea rbcS-E9 gene and protecting oligos should allow us to identify where on the RNA AtFip1-V binds. This may represent a specific sequence that AtFip1-V binds or a structural element in the RNA. Further analysis could be done using selection-amplification (SELEX) of RNAs to identify a consensus sequences that AtFip1-V binds. In either case, this information could be used to probe the Arabidopsis genome to identify genes that contain these structural elements or consensus sequences at their 3'ends. This may allow us to identify sites of cleavage and polyadenylation and class sets of genes accordingly.

Why does Arabidopsis possess a Fip1 protein that appears to be analogous to the hFip1 when AtPAP enzymes are processive? Besides AtPAP-IV, the other three Arabidopsis PAPs are also processive polymerases (unpublished observations). The answer may be that AtFip1-V plays a role in both the cleavage and polyadenylation reactions, possessing yeast and human Fip1 functions. The hFip1 subunit is suggested to stimulate PAP by increasing its affinity for RNA, thus making it processive. hFip1 requires both the N-terminus and C-terminal RNA-binding domains for stimulation (Kaufmann et al., 2004). However, AtFip1-V has an N-terminal domain that stimulates PAP independent of its C-terminal RNA-binding domain, which suggests that AtFip1-V at least plays a role in the polyadenylation reaction. This N-terminal domain is also suggested to be a hub for other poly(A) factors. We do not know if all of these interactions occur at the same time or independent of each other, which opens up the possibility for AtFip1-V having another function. AtPAP has been shown to interact with other subunits, which suggests that Fip1 may not be required for PAP recruitment to the complex. Therefore, AtFip1-V may play a role in complex formation by its N-terminal hub and C-terminal RNA-Binding to cleavage sites, independent of its interaction with PAP. This also suggests that Fip1 is at the center of a network of protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions. Once cleavage occurs, the complex may dissociate, and the N-terminus may be free to bind and direct the PAP to the free 3'end, thus kick starting the
enzyme by this positioning, resulting in stimulation. Further experiments need to be done to test for the effects other subunits have on AtFip1-V in the presence of PAP and whether these interactions are exclusive. This may allow us to link the other subunits to the polyadenylation reaction and/or the cleavage reaction.

Do other plant polyadenylation factors affect AtFip1-V binding? The subunits that interact with AtFip1-V (CstF77, CPSF30, PAP, CFI-25m, PABN1; see Chapter 3) may have an affect on the affinity AtFip1-V has for RNA. Preliminary results suggest that AtCPSF30 binds FUEs (Kim Delaney and Arthur Hunt, unpublished observations). The binding of FUE by AtCPSF30 and the protein-protein interaction with AtFip1-V may direct or specify what cleavage and polyadenylation site AtFip1-V binds. This may prove functionally analogous to what is suggested with CFIA directing CFII recognition of the cleavage site in yeast. Also, this dimer of Fip1-CPSF30 may from a more stable RNP complex. Since the reported interaction between AtCPSF30 and AtFip1-V is via the N-terminus of AtFip1-V, the full length AtFip1-V protein will be required for this experiment, given that the RNA-binding domain is in the C-terminus of AtFip1-V.

The idea of adding several subunits at a time in vitro to test for changes in function or activity of individual subunits is one of the aims of our laboratory, which is the in vitro reconstitution of the plant cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus. In vitro reconstitution of the cleavage and polyadenylation reaction has been accomplished with purified factors from mammalian and yeast extracts. Cleavage and polyadenylation activities in yeast can also be reconstituted with recombinant proteins of CFIA and purified CFII, PFI, and Pap1p (Gross and Moore, 2001a). This has allowed for the identification of the subunits required for one or both of the steps involved in 3‘end formation. We are taking two approaches to identifying the factors involved in one or both of the processes in plants: one is the cloning of the Arabidopsis homologs to the mammalian and yeast poly(A) factors and generating recombinant proteins and the other is purification of whole or parts of the complex from nuclear extracts by tandem affinity purification (TAP)-tagging of individual subunits. Currently, we have one activity we can test for in vitro with recombinant proteins, that is the non-specific poly(A) polymerase activity of PAP. By including AtFip1-V in this reaction we have observed stimulation of the non-specific activity of PAP. What happens when we add subunits that interact with
AtFip1-V, the other reported subunits that interact with PAP, or a combination of both? When we have all of the *Arabidopsis* homologs cloned and recombinant proteins generated, we can test for the effects of multiple-subunit interactions and what affects they might have on non-specific PAP activity. Full reconstitution of specific cleavage and polyadenylation in the mammalian and yeast systems, with recombinant proteins, has not been very successful. Most of the mammalian and yeast polyadenylation factors can be identified in various plant genomes, but other essential factors required for specific cleavage and polyadenylation may go unnoticed. For example, there are several potential homologs to the yeast polyadenylation factor Hrp1p in the *Arabidopsis* genome, making it difficult to identify the *Arabidopsis* Hrp1p. Hrp1p in yeast is required for the cleavage reaction. Other methods will need to be employed to identify subunits like Hrp1p in the plant polyadenylation apparatus. Therefore, reconstitution of the *Arabidopsis* cleavage and polyadenylation apparatus may not be feasible. The second method mentioned above, TAP-tagging, may solve this problem. The use of TAP-tagging of yeast polyadenylation subunits has proven to be a useful tool in identifying subunits of the polyadenylation complex and other proteins associated with the complex that function in transcription initiation and termination (Vo et al., 2001; Nedea et al., 2003). TAP-tagging in plants has proven to be very effective at isolating and purifying heteromeric protein complexes (Rohila et al., 2004). What subunit of the plant polyadenylation apparatus would be a good candidate for TAP-tagging? We have suggested that AtFip1-V coordinates a number of polyadenylation subunits and therefore it could be inferred that TAP-tagging of AtFip1-V would increase our chance of pulling down the whole or parts of the polyadenylation complex when compared to using other subunits. This method will not only allow us to identify subunits involved in cleavage and polyadenylation, but also proteins suggested to be involved in other cellular processes, thus potentially linking mRNA 3′end formation in plants to these processes. Purification of the complex by this method may also allow us to test for specific cleavage and polyadenylation with RNAs containing poly(A) signals.
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